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Abstract 

This document examines what &es texts funny and explores bow sophisticated a computer 

program and database would need to be in order to produce jokes of varying complexity, A 

precise mode1 of a class of pun is then created and implemented into a program thaî can generate 

jokes. By doing so, we show that some fonns of punning can be codified and thus puncture some 

of the mystique surrounding humour. Our anaiysis of humour also reveals some new fundamental 

building blocks that wiii be required for compreheasive laquage generation and understanding- 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Humour and Computational iinppistics 

This thesis describes methods for automatically generating a type of pun: the "homonym 

common phrase pun" or "HCPP". A lot of research into humow has explored "why we rnake 

jokes or what they mean" or "what aspects of jokes are common to particular cultures and what 

aspects transcend culture" [LL93]. In her dissertation Kim Binsted writes: "Although a great deal 

of work has been done on humour in psychology, Literature and sociology, less has been done in 

linguistics, and linle in AI or computational linguistics" [gR94, 121. When lmguists have 

considered the subject of humour, they often mort to informai taxonomy, classifying jokes in 

ternis of the kind of linguistic play involved, but only in vague and generai terms (see [Chi92], 

[Ho77], [Cu88]). Most of tbeir research ignores or only superficially analyses the detailed 

mechanisms of humour. Computational hguists, however, must understand these mechanisms 

before any progress can be made in autornaticaliy generating or detecting humornus material. 

This thesis describes a precise mode1 of the "HCPP" and bplements a program to generate that 

class of puns. In doing so it confirms that some forms of humour can be codified and it reveals 

some new fimdamental building blocks that wili be requireci for comprehensive language 

generation and understanding. 

1.2 Relevance of the research 

The study of humour is an important research topic for a number of rasons, Naturai language 

understanding and generation programs aim to mode1 linguistic phenomena, and since humour is 



a component of n a d  language, it too is an important area of research in the field of Artificiai 

Intelligence (AI) Minksy argueci that AI research aims to have a computer execute "a task which, 

if done by a human, requires intelligence to perform" F.LUi63]- Thus, joking, a quintessentially 

human act, Lies within the domain of -cial intelligence. 

The analysis of humour is also important because it can help guide the development of a 

lexical database which will ultimately need to be constructed for natural language understanding. 

For cornputers to achieve tmly automated natural language understanding, they will pmbably 

require access to an enomusly complex semantic network or database in which words and ideas 

have subtle links between them. The kind of links necessary and the complexity of this database 

have not been fulty delineated, Jokes and quips are an example of naniral language thaî relies 

heavily on subtle links, so this study wül  shed light on the giant network that will be required to 

generate and understand natural Iaaguage. 

Humour research also brings up the interesting question of how sophisticated a computer 

system needs to be in order to produce even the simplest joke. Levison and Lessard point out that 

linguistic humour is an "ideal testing ground for the points of contact between cognitive and 

linguistic knowledge" m95]. From our research, we have found that some good jokes can 

emerge fiom simple linguistic play, but that a complex system with a large knowledge base and 

some gmsp of logic and common sense is necessary to generate consistently interesting jokes. 

Humour is also worthy of study because it "provides us with valuable insights into the 

mec hanisrns which underlie 'normal' Ianguage production" m92, 1751. We wiil be 

concentrating on verbal puas which, for the most part, consist of two sentences that share certain 

semantic relations or W. Studying puns of this kind teveals the complexity of the process 

human beings take for granted when they generate a single coherent sentence or multiple 

sentences that relate to each other. 



And fmaliy, the study of what makes sornething funny is an i n t e d g  question in its own 

right- Attardo and Raskin write that "the text of a joke is always M y  or  in part compatible with 

two distinct scripts" [AR9 1,3081. In straightfotward just the fxts'kind of comrnunicaîion, 

ambiguity is viewed as negative because it is an obstacle to comprehension. But other types of 

discourse such as metaphor, idioms, poetic language and humour o€ten encourage ambiguity 

because interesting connections between normaily dissociate concepts can be made- Studying 

this process is a worthy endeavor because pets and punsters perform a kind of cross-breeding of 

disparate ideas, giving rise to new, and sometimes interesting and entertaining ideas which 

invigorate and enricb the cultural imagination. 

The goals of this thesis are to: 

1. determine what kuids of links between words are necessary for generaîing HCPPs. 

2. derive aigorithm for generating these kinds of puns. 

3. consuuct a small database from which that class of puns can be generated. 

4. implement some of the algorithms using the natural language generator WUCI. 

5. evduate the performance of the program and suggest ways of filtering out bad 

results. 

6. draw conclusions about this kind of humour and nanual language generation in 

general. 

In Chapter 2 we will discuss previous theones about humour and h m  them devise a practicai 

mode1 of humour. Chapter 3 wiil examine previous attempts at generating jokes automatidy. 

Chapter 4 describes the algorithms desigaed for geaerating our chosen class of p u s  (goals 1 and 

2 above) and the database they make use of. Chapter 5 describes how the algonthms are 

implemented in VINCI (goals 3 and 4). Chapter 6 will analyze the performance of our joke 



generator and suggest ways of improving it (goal 5) while Chapter 7 will summarize what we 

have leamed about humour and naturai language generation (goal 6)- 



Chapter 2 

Developing a Practicai Mode1 of Humour 

In this chapter we discuss Attardo and Raskia's gened theory of humour and exteod it to 

support the goals of this research. Attardo and Raskin are two of the first researchers to 

begh to Iook at the mechanisans at work in humouf~ls statements. Their work, which is 

more formal and detailed than previous research, offers important insights into what 

rnakes a text funny. Their theory is stïii not specific enough, however, to provide 

concrete guidance for developing a program that can generate jokes. In fact theu d e l  

seems to suggest that a computer would need to possess a lot of cognitive power before it 

could generate jokes. Therefore we present in section 2.1.2 a generai theory of humour 

that is inspired by Attardo and Raskin's mode1 but is more detailed and computationally 

tractable than thein. 

2.1 Attardo and Raskin's theory of humour 

Attardo and Raskin [AR9 11 andyzed a corpus of iight-bulb jokes and postulated that there are 

six joke parameters by which ali jokes (not just light-bulb jokes) can be classified. These six 

parameters are: 

Language 

Narrative strategy 

Target 

Situation 

Logicai mechanisrn 

Script opposition 



The language parameter of the joke describes "d the choices at the phonetic. phono1ogic. 

morphophonemic, morphotogic, lexical, syntactic, semantic and pragniatic levels of language 

structure" [AR9 1,2981. In short, thîs parameter specifies the way the joke is worded. The content 

(and some of the fom) of the joke is determineci by the five other parameters. This content cao 

a 

b 

be expressed in different ways. For example, jokes (a) and (b) in Table 1 have al1 the other joke 

parameters in common but their Iangusige parameter is dflerent (Le. they are worùeâ differently). 

How rnany cstereotyped group> &es it take to 
screw in a Iight bulb? Five, One tu hou the Iight 
bulb a d  four to tum the table he's standing on. 

The number of cstereotyped group> needed to 
screw Ur a lightbuib? Five - one ho& the bulb 
and four runi the rable, 

The narrative strategy parameter describes the different forms a joke can take. For exarnple a 

same as (a) in all but the language parameter 

joke can be a nddle, conundnun, or expository text. An expository version of joke (a) or (b) 

same as (a) but with a aew narrative stratcgy 

same as (d) but with a new "situation" parameter. 

jokes (a) - (e) al1 use the same logical 
mechanism of d e  reversal. This joke however, 
uses a different logid mechankm cailed 
jw taposition 

"gden  path" logical mechanism. 

c 

d 

e 

f 

g 

would be (c). The target of a joke is a stereotyped group such as Poles, lawyers or blondes which 

Table 1: J o b  iUustraîing Atîardo and RasMa's parametCrS. 

It takesfive <stereotyped group> to screw in a 
light bulb: one to hoid the Iight bu& and four to 
tunt the table he 3 standing on, 

How does a etereotyped person> brush hW 
reeth? He ho& the brush and moves his head. 

How does a atereotyped person> fan himself? 
He holdr the fan and shakes his head 

A T-shirt with the slogan "Gobi Desen Canoe 
Club ". 

Customec "l'd like to retum this pair of shoes 
please ". Clerk "Did you Wear them ut all? " 
Custornec "Only once, while toking a bath". 

acts as the butt of the joke. This parameter is optional because not ail jokes ridicule. The event or 

situation in a joke describes an activity that is taking place "such as changing a light bulb, 





Attardo and Raskin arrange these parameters in the way shown in Figure 1, The diagram 

represents "a process in which the decisions and choices about the various traits and ingredients 

[of a joke] are made in a justifi& logical order" but whaî "it does not mean is that jokes are 

actudy produced this way by the speakers" [AR91,3 141. Thus "the order of levels is totally 

devoid of any temporai vdue - a lower tevel is not a later level" [ml, 3271. This kind of 

modeling may be farniliar to students of Iinguistics. For example the mode1 for generatiag a 

sentence "stat(s) with the initiai symbol S and pass(es) many unâerlying levels of decreasing 

depth and abstraction and experienc(es) cornplex transformations, all before reaching the surface 

fonn of the sentence" [AR91,327]- But it "would be absurd to suggest that this is how a native 

speaker produces the same sentence" [AR91,327]- Similarly, the d e l  analyzing the 

components of a joke "do not correspond to the consecutive States of actual production" [AR9 1, 

3271. 

Although they delve more deeply into the structure of jokes than many of their predecessors, 

Attardo and Raskin claim from the start that they have not developed "a d e l  of joke 

production and that, therefore, production-related considerations do not and cannot inform the 

model" [AR9 1,2941. Therefore they do not describe the sequence of steps a computer rnight be 

programmed to perfonn to generate a joke. More importantly, however, their joke parameters are 

not described in enough detail to offer concrete guidance in the development of a joke-generating 

program. The parameters are describeci at a high level and this seerns to suggest that a computer 

would need to possess a Iot of cognitive power - something which researchers in artificid 

intelligence have found extremely difficult to implement - in order to generate a joke. For 

example a computer would need to possess an extensive lcnowledge base to choose the 

appropriate props required for the situation, wield the power of logic and common-sense in order 

to subvert them (know thy enemy') and create appropriate sentences given a chosen narrative 

strategy and the values of aü the other paraineters, 



Opposition 

Situation 0 
* 

h 

Target 

w 
Narrative 
S trategy 

Figure 1. Attardo and Raskin's six joke [AR91,325). 



Nonetheless, Attardo and Raskin's insights into humour are valuable and their model is a 

good starting point for constructing a more detailed model of humour in Section 2.3 and finally, 

the model of humour which we chose to implement (described in Section 2.4)- 

2.2 Dividing humour into two categories 

Do we, as Attardo and Raskin's mode1 suggests, really have to wait for an essentidy intelligent 

machine to be built before humour can be generated? Probably not- The algotithmic modeling of 

humour becomes more feasible if we divide humour into two broad categories and choose the 

category that is more manageable - i.e. has less need of cognitive power. 

2.2.1 Verbal vs. Situational humour 

Two thousand years ago, Cicero wrote 

For there are two types of wit, one employed upon facts, the other upon wordr. 

@e Oratore, II, LE, 239-40) 

Today many linguists categorize humour in the same way, dividing it into situational humour and 

verbal humour (or prosaic vs. poetic vo77], contextual vs. linguistic Bin%]). Verbal humour, 

is based on the foilowing characteristics of uttetances: 

phonological (the sound of words) 

morphological (how words are f o d )  

syntactic (how words are put together to form sentences) w5] 

An example of this genre is shown in Table 2(a). Unlike simational jokes, verbal humour 

depends heaviiy on form - on the lexical choices and syntax of the sentence - and often fails to be 

funny if synonyms or paraphrases of the punch line are used [tL.951. For example if we were to 

change the punch line to "Unfortunately none of the ten puns did", the pamgraph is no longer 

humorous. 



Situational humour on the other hanci, consists of jokes in which no particular element in a 

sentence is crucial to the joke. An example is in Table 2(b). This joke can be expresseci in a 

variety of ways - changing its syntax or fona does not affect the humour of the utterance. J o k  

of this kind are extremely hard to model and ùnplement because encyclopedic knowledge, logic 

and cornmon sense, the holy grails of artificial intelligence, are cailed upon to create and 

understand them. 

This thesis wiil focus on the more realizable goai of generating instances of verbal humour. 

VerbaI humour pIays with Linguistic devices and relations and hence is more susceptible to 

modeling than more cognitively cornplex situational humour. Investigating the generation of 

verbal 

humour may aiso act as a usefd entry point into identifying and solving some of the difficulties 

of generating situational humour, 

a 

b 

2.3 The Ambiguity Theory of Humour 

Attardo and Raskin daim that "the text of a joke" (presumabiy both verbal and situational jokes 

since they do not, as we have, distinguish between iinguistically-based jokes and more 

cognitively complex ones) "is dways fully or in part compatible with two distinct scripts" 

[AR91,308]- Often these two (or more) scripts exist within an ambiguity (an ambiguity is an 

expression able to be interpreted in more than one way). This insight acts as the fowidation for 

constructing a more detailed and practicai model of humour than Attardo and Raskin's. PepiceUo, 

A man enrered a pun contest. He submitted ren puns in ihe hope thm one would win. Unfomnately, 
no pun in ten did 

A pull kvas conducred in which IO00 women were asked i f t h q  wouùi sleep with Bill Ciinton. 35% of 
the women surveyed said yes. 40% suid no and 25% sacd never ugaùr 

Table 2: Examples of (a) verbal humour riad (b) situatiod humour. 



Greene and Binsted also assert the central d e  of ambiguity in humour and distinguish between 

"low-level" ambiguity and "high-lever ambiguity. 

2.3.1 Low-level ambiguities. 

Low-level ambiguities "allow several different senses for a w o d  or words in a spoken or 

wrïtten text" pin96,38]. This type of  arnbiguity predomiaates in verbal humour and functions at 

the level of words, substrings and phrases. 

Word-level ambiguity 

A text with word-level ambiguity contains a word with multiple meanings. The 

pronunciation or spelling (or both) of a word in a sentence suggests two or  more meanings for 

that word. Since there are two parameters at work here @ronunciabon and spelling), there are 

four different ways a word can be ambiguous. 

1. word sense ambiguity: a word with one phonological f o m  and one wrïtten fonn corresponds 

to two or more meanings. This kind of word is called a homograph. (Homographs are words that 

are pronounced the same and written in the same way but differ in m i n g ) .  Table 4(a) uses 

word sense ambiguity. 

1 spelling mbiguity 

pronunciation ambiguity 

1 

4 1 two different words 

word sense ambiguity 

''whideT* %te" 

Table 3: Wotd-Icvd ambigtities. 

sound written linguistic term examples 

"banL"(financia1 
institution), "bank''(nver's 
edge). 

"haii"'hare" 

"windW(which blows 
through the trces), 
"'windU(the action of 

homograph 

homophone 

homograph 

same 

same 

different 

same 

different 

same 



2. spelling ambiguity: one word corresponds to two or more mitten words which are pronouncd 

the same but have different meanings. This kind of word is d l e d  a homophone'. Table 4(b) uses 

speUing ambiguity. 

3- pronunciation ambiguity: one -en form corresponds to two o r  more phonological fonns and 

meanings as shown in Table 4(c). Jokes using this kind of ambiguity contain homographs (words 

which are written in the same way and may or may not have the same p r o n d a t i o n )  and are 

visual rather than oral jokes because when the joke is said out loud, o d y  one of the phonological 

f o m  is expressed. Perhaps for that reason, they are rare. 

4. Two words are different in botb pronunciation and spelling. These are not words upon which a 

pun would revolve. 

Substring-levei ambiguity 

Two words that do not look or sound identical to each other can be similac enough that their 

substrings are suggestive of each other. Table 4(d) is an example. In this joke there 

is a substring s ida r i ty  between spook/spec 

are dues  in the sutrounding sentences ("short-sighted" and "What do ... wear") that 

suggest the fake word is supposed to be evocative of the word "spectacles". 

There are four different ways a substring of a w o d  can tesemble a word, as illustrated in Table 

-- - -  -- 

a 1 Where do snowntert k e p  h i r  i r n e y ?  In snuw 1 ;un with a homograph in i t  

b 

t Homonyms are a superset of homographs and homophones. In other wotds, homographs are homonyms 
and homophones are homonyms but not vice versa. 

c 

What do you get when you cross a rabbit with a 
lawn sprinkler? Hare spray. 

- - - - - - - - 

pun with a homophone in it. 

They drove abwn the mouruain switchbackr as 
the hurricane set Ur It was a very wînd'y r d  

pun with a homograph in it. 



1 pun with suôstring replacement in ir 1 

5. Al1 of these words can be used to create hurnorous stafements. For instance, '"1 hate 

chemistry' Tom said acidly" or ''Wha~hat's a cat with eight Iives? An octopus". 

P hrase-level ambiguity : 

a 

b 

c 

d 

In phrase-level ambiguity, word boundaries are played with. For instance the last syïlable of a 

word in a phrase and the first syllable of the word that foliows it can form a word, or two words 

Table 5: Examples of smbstring-kvd runbiguity. 

can join together to form a single word as in Table 6(a). Another kind of phrase-level ambiguity 

word 1 substrinp 

acidly acid 

occurs when syllables of non-adjacent words are swap@ (this is calfed metathesis) "to suggest 

word evoked 

acid 

puss 

wind 

spook 

octopus 

windy 

spectacles 

(wrongly) a similarity in meaning between two semanticaliy-distinct phrases" as in Table 6(b) or 

6(c) or when one phrase is mistaken for another as in Table 2(a) min%, 61. 

identicai feature 

mot word (sound and sight) 

sound 

sight 

consonants 

pus 

wind 

spec 

Syntactic ambiguity 

Another kind of low-level ambiguity is syntactic ambiguity, It describes the situation in 

which a sentence has multiple meanings because it can be parsed in more than one way- An 

example of a joke that uses syntactic ambiguity is Table 7(a). The ambiguity. of course. is 



I 1 there wasn t much room (mushroom). 1 
I 

I c  l I l i  rarher have a bottie in fiont of me thun a I more complicated metathesis. The syiiables in 
fiontal lobotomy. common to boboth phrases arc: 'fiont' U' bot* W. 

b 

I I 1 Those not shared am 'En' and 'of')- 
Table 6: Examples ofjdres iisinp phme-kvel ambiguity. 

l a  I " Would you rather have an elephant kill you or a syntactic ambiguity 
goriflà?" "I2i rather have the elephant kiil the 1 

Whot's the difference between a tornflag and u 
bent sixpence? One k a tanered banner and the 
orher's a batrered tanner, 

swapping of consonants in non-adjacent words 
(metathesis), 

b 

c 

whether the gorilla is (i) a subject or (ii) an object. Parsing (i) is more obvious than parsing (u) 

because the question cleverly leads us into making a faulty assumption. Given that most of us are 

interested in self-preservation, it would be absurd to ask ouf prefereace between being killed or 

having an animal killed so we discount parse (ii). 

Aiso, we are subtly fooled by the question because the elephant and the gorilla are both 

animais in the wild and so we unconsciously group them together as alternate subjects for the 

verb "kiil". This kind of shrewd manipulation of knowledge and reasoning cornes into play in 

situational humour. Thecefore Kim Biasted oversirnplifies her anaiysis of joke 7(a) when she 

implies that it is only syntacticaily complex. The ambiguity of this joke depends on not just 

syntax but reasoning and encyclopedic knowiedge. ui other words, the ambiguity in this joke is a 

hybrid of low-ievel and high-level ambiguity. High-level ambiguity, described in the next 

"How can you tell if an elephanr has been in your 
fridge"? "Footprints in the butter''. 

d 

contextual ambiguity 

" Waiter, there 's a jly ih rny soup!" "Don 't show 
so Io& sir, or everyone will want onei 

pragmatic ambiguity 

Table 7: Examples of syntactic ambiguity (a) and hi@-level ambiguity (b-d) @Sin96,39]. 

"Why do birdsfly south in rhe winter?" 8'Becuuse 
it 's too fur ro walk" 

1 
focus ambiguity 



section, plays with reason and knowledge- Thus it is important to keep in mind that many jokes 

that are c l a s s i f i  as examples of verbal humour might also contain hi@-level arnbiguities and 

jokes considered examples of situational humour might contain low-level ambiguities. 

23.2 High-level ambiguiîy 

Examples of situational humour exploit high-level ambiguity (aItbough they often contain low- 

level ambiguities as well). These types of ambiguity are not Iinguistically based but instead 

involve the manipulation or  play of logic, commoa sense and wodd knowiedge? Thus in 

situational humour, "the senses of the individuai words are not in question, only the 

interpretation of the whole text" @in%, 381. Because this kind of humour worlcs by 

manipulating Iogic or world knowledge, there are as many kinds of situational jokes as there are 

logical tenets and facts about the worid, It would be impossible to compile a complete list of the 

different kinds of ways situational jokes are ambiguous but we will describe three to give the 

reader an idea of this kind of ambiguity. 

Contextual ambiguity 

Binsted daims that contextual ambiguity is a "conscious manipulation of social decomm" 

pin96,40] and provides item (b) in Table 7 as an exarnple. The ambiguity (incongmity might be 

a better word in this case) which creates the humour in the text is that if an elephant had in fact 

been inside the fridge, it would have destroyed the fridge and wouid not have just delicately 1eft 

footprints in the butter. Binsted States that "there is no linguistic ambiguity ... (in this joke) 

because neither the question nor the punchline have more than one interpretation" @in%, 401, 

She chooses to ignore that "being in someone's fndge" is a common phrase which means having 

taken something out of the fridge and instead sees only the litetal interpcetation of someone 



having bodily entered the fridge. Both interpretations are ab& - elephants dont appear in 

people's homes and take things from the fkidge (but not as absurd as you might think because 

anthropomorphism is cornmon in jokes). Nor can an elephant ciimb into sorneone's fridge and 

just leave footprints in the butter. But the joke does not really depend on the question king 

interpreted in two ways. It is better if both interpretations are discemed but this is not necessary. 

Pragmatic ambiguity 

Pragmatic knowledge "concerns how sentences are used in different situations and how use 

affects the interpretation of the sentence" [A1195, 101. Item (c) in Table 7 is an exarnple of a joke 

that rnakes use of pragmatic ambiguity. In this joke, the act of shouting ftinctions as a kind of 

homonym because two different emotions can be ascribed to it. In our culture, a shout or  

exclamation can result fiom anger or it can spring from happiness or excitement. But given the 

situation - the obviously negative experience of having a fly in one's soup - the emotion we 

would reasonably expect the shouting patron to be feeling is anger. The waiter's response to the 

patron's outburst is funny because he interprets or pretends to interpret the exclamation as a sign 

of gastronomie gusto rather than disgust. Thus the confusion in this joke is not based on the kind 

of linguistic trickery of low-leveI arnbiguity but d e r  more cognitively complex knowledge of 

context and human psychology. 

Focus ambiguity 

The focus or  point of the sentence is under-constrained in joke (d) of Table 7. Like joke (a), this 

pun is a hybrid of low-levef and high-level ambiguity. The syntax of the sentence, which aliows 

"why" to refer to different levels of causation, is crucial because it creates the necessary 

ambiguity in which cognitive knowledge is played with- The high-level ambiguity d e s  use of a 

Wodd blowledge is the general knowledge about the stmcture of tbe world that language users m u t  have 



kind of meta world knowledge - knowledge about the state of an average human king's 

knowledge of the world and bence what a "reasonable" question might be, The "why fly" 

interpretation is absurd because the answer to it is so obvious. However, asking why birds fly to 

a certain area during the winter season would be a more chaiienging and viable question - the 

reason for their migration south is not so obvious. Table 8 summarizes the different ways that 

jokes rnake use of ambiguity. 

low-IeveI arnbiguity: 
words: 

the pronunciation and spelling of two words are identicai. 
the pronunciation of two words is identical. 
the s p e h g  of two words is identical. 
the words have a parrial phonetic ressemblance- (i.e, paronymy). 

su bstrings : 
the pronunciation and spellîng of a word's substring are identical to some other word 
the pronunciation of a w o d s  substring and some other word is identicai. 
the spelling of a word's subsîring and some other word is identical. 
neither the sound nor s p e h g  of a word's substring and some other word are identica 
but the two words stiU resemble each other (pmnymy). 

phrases: 
words or  syilables of words next to each other form a word. 
syllables of non-adjacent words are swapped to form new words. 
a word contains other words within it. 
a phrase contains a different phrase within it- 

s yntax: 
a sentence can be parsed in more than one way. 

high-level arnbiguity: 
any aspect of logic, reasoning or normal experience is played with. Some examples are 
contextual ambiguity, pragmatic ambiguity. focus ambiguity. 

Table 8: The ditferent kinds of am biguity tbt appear in j o b .  

-- -- 

in order to, for example, maintain a conversation" [Ali95 IO]. 



233 Are ail jokes arnbiguous? 

Attardo and Raskin claim that "the text of a joke is always fitliy or  in part compatible with two 

distinct scripts" [AR9 1,3081. Often those two or more scripts coexist within an expression that is 

able to be interpreted in more than one way - i.e. within an arnbiguity. Indeed al1 puas contain an 

ambiguity but not al l  jokes do- For example 2(b) does not contain a phrase o r  sentence which c m  

be interpreted in muItipIe ways. But it does contain d t i p l e  scripts- One script consists of what 

we expect - a regular poll which ends up with "25% are not swle". The second script is what 

actually occurs, in other words, in these types of jokes, one script cepresents what the audience of 

the joke expects - given its knowledge of the world o r  its cornmon sense or  what it thinks should 

logicaily follow - and the other script represents what acmally (and suxprisingly) occurs. 

Thus ail jokes seem to contain multiple scripts but not ail jokes are ambiguous. Ambiguity is 

only one way those two or more scripts can manifest themselves. This thesis concentrates on 

verbal humour and so will deal exclusively with texts containhg an ambiguous phrase or 

sentence. 

2.3.4 What kind of ambiguity is funny? 

Al1 puns contain a Linguistic ambiguity but not dl ambiguous texts are funny. For example, joke 

9(a) is ambiguous - we do not know whether "Tom" or  "John" is the antecedent of "He" - but it is 

not humorous. One of the reasons why the text is not fiuiny is because the ambiguity in it needs 

to be resolved as in example 9(d). Sirnply resolving the ambiguity, however, does not render the 

passage funny, as example 9(b) makes clear. The ambiguity has to be resolved in a sumrising 

way. Thus text 9(b) is not iùnny because it is obvious that Tom, the victim of a crime would be 

furious. 



Even if the ambiguity is resolved in a surprisiag way, however, the text needs to somehow 

justify the second script and have it make some kind of sense. For example, in 9(c), the 

arnbiguity is tesolved in a surprising way - the thief rather than the victim is fiuious - but to most 

readers the text is probably more conhising or  abmrd rather than humomus because no m o n  is 

given for the thiefs anger. The joke &es more sense if we offer some kind of rationalization 

for the surprising second script. Thus 9(d) is an hpmvement of 9(c) because it contains a 

rationalization for the surprising second script. The result is a funny comment about the thiefs 

self-centredness and skewed moral view - the fury resulting h m  the thefi does not emanate h m  

the victim of this crime but fiom a petulant thkf who is unhappy with the stolen item. 

2.3.5 Script precedence vs. script equality 

a 

b 

c 

d 

Two scripts are present in joke 9(d). "He" refers to Tom up until the sentence "The bar was stale" 

appears. At that point the second and more surprising script emerges in which "He" is "John". 

Table 9: Amôiguous texts. 

John ate Tom 's chocofare bar. He wasfitrious. 

John are Tom's ciwcofure bar. He wasfitrious 
because he wanred ro eat it. 

John are Tom's chocohre bar. He wasfirrious - 
John fhut Lr, 

John ate Tom's chocolate bar. He warfirrious - 
_ the bar was srale. 

Attardo and Raskin claim that the punchline of a joke "tnggers the switch from the one script to 

A text with unresolved ambimity is not fiuiny. 

The ambiguity is resolved but there is no 
surprise. The result is not funny. 

The ambiguity is resolved in a surprising way 
and the result is funny. 

the other by rnaking the hearer backtrack and real iz  that a different interpretation was possible 

from the very beginning" [AR9 1,3081. In fact Giora claims that "the reader is made to cancel the 

first interpretation upon processïng the second marlced interpretation [Gio91,470]. But not all 

jokes involve one script canceling another. For example 



Where do you weigh a whale? At a whale-weigh station. 

The pun "does not resolve to a single interpretation" [Bin96,3 11. "The railway station 

interpretation does not replace the one about weighing whales; instead, they seem to be 

cornbined into a sornewhat nonsensical vision of a place where trains come and go and the 

weight of whales is detennined" [Bin96,3 11. Both of these dynamics - where one script takes 

precedence over another and where multiple scripts coexist without one cancelling the others - 
wiii occur in the jokes created by our joke generator, 

2.3.6 Where does the ambigdty occur? 

Sometirnes the ambiguous phrase or sentence of a joke occurs in the f k t  part of the text and its 

second meaning is not discerned until the puochiine reveals it (see jokes 7a and 7d). The surprise 

cornes from having the second meaning (which is not as obvious as the fmt  one for some reason) 

revealed in a subtle way. Surprisingly, the exact opposite dynamic can occur in which the 

ambiguity lies in the punchline. For example mst Tom Swifties (see Table 1 1) foilow this 

format in which the earlier part of the text reveals the duality of meaning of the punchline. 

2.4 A Practid Mode1 of Humour 

This section describes a practical model of humour that borrows h m  Attardo and Raskin's 

theory and from the above analysis of the mie of ambiguity. This model will be usefil for 

descnbing al1 joke-generating systems discussed in this thesis, 

Aithough Attardo and Raskin assert that they do not have a mode1 for the generation of 

jokes, their theory leads naturally to the process s h o w  in Figure 2 in which their parameters 

come into play. 



2.4-1 Choose a Narrative SIrsitegy 

As Atmdo and Raskin point out, the context in which a joke is king  created must be taken into 

account. For instance it wili determine which of the parameters is the first to be ïnstantiated. For 

exarnpIe, "one may witness a dumb act" and so the joke's fmt instantiated parameter would be 

Script Opposition. Or one rnight "hear another ground-figure reversal story (Logical 

Mechanism), fmd oneself in a car wash (Situation), hear a Polish joke (Target), participate in a 

riddle contest (Narrative Strategy), or hear a joke phcased in a certain way and be reminded of 

another one s i d a r  to it (Language) ... VirtualIy any combination of [the parameters] may be 

present in a situation and cause the proâuction of a joke by calling for the appropriate choices 

pertaining to the absent [patameters]" [AR9 1,3261. Tbus the first step in the generation will vary 

Choose a Narrative S trategy t 
Constnict Schemata 
(Script Opposition 

and Logicai 
Mechanism) r-l 

Choose an appropnate 
template for the schema 

Find Situations rl 
Figure 2 A sequence of steps for rirtincirilly generathg jokes. 

given the context in which a joke is constmcted. We, dong with previous researchers, have 

found that choosing the narrative strategy before al1 the other parameters simplifies the 

generation process because we have to select what kînds of humour are realistic to compute right 



now given that nurent cornputers are not thinking machines. Also, this uiesis is more interested 

in the logical rnechanisrns of jokes (what makes texts funny) than the diffierent ways the ideas in 

a joke can be expressed. And finally, narrative strategies are ofien culturai (e.g. knock-knock or 

elephant jokes) and hence are inaccessible to machines so they are chosen at the beginning of the 

generation process. 

2.4.2 Comtruct Schemata 

Once a narrative strategy bas been selected, the next step in our mode1 for generating a joke is to 

constnict a schema like the kind described by Binsted, Following Binsted, we use the idea of a 

Homop hone2 w w 
Ideniig I I Homophone 

Figure 3: An unbstantiattd scbema 

Iden tity I I Homophone 

Figure 4: An iastantiated schema which crin yidd the foiïowing riddle: WlCal& you gct w k n  
you m s s  a sheep anà a lLongamo? A wooUy jumpcr. 



"schema" to represent the underlying mechanism of a riddle. Figure 3 shows an example scbema 

which builds a riddle based on a nom phrase in which the second word has a homonym. Then a 

phrase is built based on this homonymous meaning and the original rneaning of the phrase as in 

TabIe 10(a). Texts lm) and lqc) are examples of jokes created by different schema. 

Binsted's idea of a schema encapsulates Attardo and Raskin's notions of logical mechanism 

and script opposition (Section 2.1). The types of schemata which cesearchers like Lessard and 

Levison and Binsted develop, employ what Attardo and Raskin wouid consider "the most H a l  

Iogical mechanism, a kind of default" : "the juxtaposition of two different situations determined 

by the ambiguity or homonymy in [the] pun" [AR91,306]. Similady, the logical mechanism of 

this thesis's pun generator is also homonymy. The two (or more) meanings the homonym 

accidentally brings together are the opposing scripts. 

I b  l " Where do hamburgers like ro l The second word in the noun phtase is the 
dance?" "At a mear ball". homonym- (a) and (b) have different 1 

a 

c " What 's the di_aerence between a A schema that uses metathesis as the basis 
pretry glove and a silenr car". "One's for the pun. 
a cure rnitten, the other's a mute 

ci ( "What do you cal1 a sheep t h  1 Puns (d) and (e) share the same temp1at.e 

" Whar is green and bounces? " "A 
s p r i n ~  cabbagel*- 

1 leaps?" "A woolly jumper". 1 but use different schemata. 

The k t  word in a noun phrase is the 
homonym- l 

e "Whut do you call a hairy beast thut 
swinas?" "A weir-woif'. 

f " W h r  do you ger when you cross o Puns (d) and (f) share the same schema but 
sheep and a kangarool'. "A woolly use different templates- 
jumper". 

Table 10: Examples of Schemata anà Templatcs (Bia96] The ' ~ "  dcscriks 
the essence of a pun - its precïse lexical structure. The -te is the framc in 

which this lexicai structure is inscrîecl. 



2.4.3 Chwse a Template 

When a narrative strategy has been selected and a schema bas been fully instantiated, a template 

is designed. Templates correspond to Attardo and Raskin's Narrative S~rategy and Language 

parameters. A template consists of f i xd  text and blank spots or "slots" where words or phrases 

generated by the schema can be inserted min%, 681. For instance the template for joke 1qf) is 

What do you get w k  yau cross [appropriate text hgment  gleaned h m  schema] with 

[text fragment from schema]? [the constmcted noun phrase]. 

The words in bold are the canned text and the brackets [ ] r e p e n t  the slots. For example puns 

10(d) and (e) have different schemata but share the same template ("What do you d a ..- that 

.2). 

A single schema can produce numerous puns if different templates are used. For example let 

us Say we have the following entries in a lexicon (the notation hem is h m  fSR94, 141). 

class jumper-2 
*actverb: leap 
$descri bes-dl: kangaroo 

class woolly 
*$describes-all: sheep 

One ternplate builds a riddle from the relations marked by * while another is required to 

construct a riddle from relations like those rnarked with the $, yielding l q d )  and 1qf) for 

exarnple. The same schema is at work - a phrase is built based on "Wwoolly" and a homonym of 

"jumper" - but different relations between Iexernes were chosen and hence two difTerent 

templates have to be used to express the joke. In some cases a lexicon will have the entries 

needed for some templates but not others. The joke generator developed for this thesis will use 

various templates. 



2.4.4 Fiid Targets and Situation 

The final stage in generating a joke is ro insert what A&R cd1 the "situation" into the 

template. W e  propose, foiiowing Lessard and kvison, and Binsted, ihat this final step 

c m  be automatecl, The cornputer wiii search a netwotk of wods or database in order to 

instantiate the schema Some of the words gleaned h m  the network will represent the 

"situation" of the joke (the actions, participants, and objects descnbed in the text). In the 

example of the instantiated schema of Figure 5, no target appears but the situation is the 

following: 

actions: bouncing 
objects: something green, a spring-cabbage. 

Homophone I I Identity 

spring cabbage 

I spring cabbage I 
Figure 5: An iostantiated scbema whicb crin yicld tbe fonowing 

riddle: WIraL is green d bounces? A spring cabbage. 

The joke-generators created by Levison and Lessard (sections 3.1 and 3.2), Binsted (section 33) 

and the one created and described by this thesis (chapter 4) - do not include a target pammter. 

The exclusion of the target parameter does not contmdict Attardo and Raskin's theory of humour, 

however, k a u s e  it is an optional p ~ ~ t e r  in their mode1 (the oniy optionai parameter in fact). 

One could argue that in the example in Figure 5. the target of the joke is the "spring-cabbage" but 



Attardo and Raskin define the target as "an individual or group" possessing some kind of 

stereotype (for exarnple "dumbness") for which they are mocked. Thus subjects of puns such as 

"spring-cabbages", which are neither human nor enjoy any kind of stigma we know of, will be 

regarded as situationai props by our model- 



Chapter 3 

Previous Automated Joke Algorithms 

Researchers have successfûiiy created systems that generate certain kinds of simple verbal jokes, 

Lessard and Levison examined Tom Swifties and riddles and discovered that many of them "can 

be seen as the product of a clearly defined set of niles such that once the model is provideci, an 

indefinitely large number of (them) may be created" [LL93]. Tbey impiemented these niles using 

VINCI, a natural language generator which they developed. Kim Binsted also analyzed nddles 

and modeled ones that "share deep traits" (34) and "semantic patterns" (35). She then wrote a 

program that generates a specific cIass of them. Sections 3.2 through 3.4 explain these models 

they constructed and how they implemented them. 

3.1 Lessard and Levison's mode1 of Tom Swifties 

Levison and Lessard have modeled a class of Tom Swifties- Examples of this class of pua are in 

Table 1 1 u97). Every Tom Swifty has a central element that Lessard and Levison cal1 the 

"pivot" around which the joke tums. For exampie in joke 1 la, the pivot is "crabbily". Within that 

word is another word ("crab") c d e d  the base which is semantically relatai (in this case, by 

hyponymy) to an earlier word or phrase in the sentence c d e d  the target ("Seafood"). Fmm Table 

1 1 (a-e) we see that the pivot of a Tom Swifiy can be a verb, a noun phrase, an adverb or an 

adjective. A relationship of the base with the pivot and the pivot with the target are the minimal 

requirements for a Tom Swifty. Some examples have yet another relation however, between the 

pivot and an earlier part of the sentence such as the relation between the pivot "crabbily" and the 

phrase "1 hate". 



e 1 '*I dropped the roothpaste" said Tom, crestfallen. 1 the pivot is an idjective. 
l I 

a 

b 

c 

d 

f 1 "I wish I were taller" Tom said longingly. 1 synonyms: talYlong; synonyms: loaginR/wishing. 
I 

"I hate seqfood" Tom said crabbily. 

"Ive sreal things together" Tom corroborateîi . 

"ïve only enough carpet for the hait and M g "  
said Tom with a blank srare. 

"I love the novek of D.H. Lawrence" said Tom 

1 1 substriilg similatity: shellfïsh and selfish. 
E 

the pivot is a vecb- 

the pivot is a aoun phrase (in a prepositional 
phrase). 

the pivot is an adverb. 

g 

h 

i 1 "I hate pizza " Tom satü crusrity. 1 meronyms: the relationship ktween parts and 
1 1 whoies. 

I 

"I wish I were taller" Tom said shon1yY 

'I love seafood Tom said sheUfihCy. 

antonyms: talilshort. 

hyponyms: sheilfïsh is a subset o f  seafood, 

j 

1 ( "ïïrere's roo much rabasco in this chili" Tom said ( quality: tabasco sauce has the quaiity that it is hot. 

k 

- 

m W's a unit of electric current" said Tom amply. paraphrase: a unit of electric current is an amp, 

Table 11: Examples of Tom Swirties. 

"I am ~etting drunk" saki Tom wryly. 

Lessard and Levison' s implementation of Tom S wifties can be describeci in terms of 

schemata and templates. Although they never refer to their algorithm in these terms, their design 

for generating jokes can be represented as the sctiema of Figure 6- The template wilI be 

" I " said Tom . 
Lessard and Levison propose a hierarchy of Tom Swifties ranging h m  verbal humour to 

situational humour LL973. Table 12 shows some of the more complicated Tom Swifties. 

instrument: a means of becominp: dnurk is rye- 

"1 hate chemisny" Tom said acidly. 

3.1.1 Computational generation of Tom SWitties 

This mode1 was implemented by Lessard and Levison with their natucal language generator 

system cailed VINCI u 9 2 a ] .  VINCI consists of 

domain: acid is an entity associatecl with 
chemistry. 



Homophone I 

The pivot 

Figure 6: Tbe schema for a simpk Tom Sorifty. 

I b  I "These are the propulsion systemr used by NASA the target is made up of  multiple words. 
for the moonshots" said Tom apologetically (Le. 1 

a 

I 1 ~pol lo  jer). I 

"Yes my lobotomy war successful" said Tom 
absent-rnindedly. 

the pivot contains mulapie bases. 

c 

a context free generator 

a mechanism which c m  transfonn, add, delete or move subtrees in the syntax tree 

a lexicon containing 

words 

the word categones they beiong to (Le- noun, adjective) 

relations that hold between them such as synonym, hyponym. 

d 

In this way an item in the Iexicon can point to other items in the lexicon and so a connecteci 

" Whenever I pur on my scuba gear I get pins and 
needles" said Tom divertingly (diver-tïngly). 

network of words can be created. Let's say our Iexicon looks like this: 

both the target and the pivot have muitiple 
components 

Table 12: Situationai Tom Srrifties. 

"1 had tofire rny fiist mare when she got tao 
heavy for the boat" said Tom excmciotingly (ex, 
crew, she are). 

the pivot has multiple bases and the Link between 
its components and eariier parts of the sentence 
are phonological (based on sound) rather than 
orthopsaphic (written fom). 



"crab" l~[edjble,,-(hyperonym: "seafood'; par~nym:~crabbily*/ADV~.., 
" s e a f o o d n / N l e d i b l e . - .  
'~rabbily~l~~~lattitude,,. lbase:*crabbyn/AW;.-. 

Each IexicaI enuy appears on a separate line and has fields delimitecl by vertical bars. Given this 

Iexicon, we cm express an algorithm as foltows: 

(1) choose a word (the base) that possesses both a hyperonym and an adverbial paronym in its 

lexical entry. (A hyperonym of a word x is the superset to which x belongs. For example, a 

hyperonym of "crab" is "seafood", of a "cat" is "animal"), 

(2) generate a sentence with a template that uses both the hyperonyrn and paronym. (Paronyms 

are words derived from the same r w t  that differ in meaning. For example "man", "mannish", 

"crab", "crabbily "). 

In our exampie, the base word that fits these criteria is "crab". It wüi act as the seed for 

generating a pun. In VINCI, the syntax for generating a simple Tom Swifty of this kind is given 

in Figure 7 &L95]. A transformation (a mle which manipulates a syntax tree) called SWFW 

{ Find a base noun which has botit a hyperonym and a paronym in field 13) 
BASE = N[edible]/l3=hyperonym/l3=paronym/ADV 
{Generate a sentence from the base using fmt its hyperonym, then its paronym) 
S m  = TRANSFORMATION 
N : PRON V[evduation, edible-directobj] I l @  13:hyperonym 

V[said] NDorn] I/@ 13:paronym/ADV; 

{Apply the transformation to the BASE) 
ROOT = SWIFTY: BASE 

Figure 7. A VINCI grammar for genecating a simpk Tom Swifky. 

expands the syntax tree BASE (which is simply a word in this example) and produces: 

(i) a pronoun "I" 
(ii) a verb of evaluation which takes an edibIe object as a direct object, such as "haîe" or "Lie" 
(iii) the hyperonym of the base ("seafood") 
(iv) the verb "said" 
(v) the noun "Tom" 
(vi) the adverbial paronym of the base ("crabbily"). 



This grammar produces Tom Swifues such as "1 hate seafood" said Tom crabbiiy. 

Items il iv, v represent the template's canned text and items ii, iii and vi represent words 

generated by the schema. 

3.2 Lessard and Levison's mode! of ridaes 

In addition to Tom Swifties, Lessard and Levison also modelled two classes of riddles that use 

spelling or word sense ambiguity. These riddles, iike Tom Swifties, contain a "centrai point of 

the humorous structure" which they call the "pivot" of the joke fU93]. This pivot is a pair of 

homonyms that are spelled differentiy- Lessard and Levison's mode1 generates riddles such as 

those listed in Table 13. The first class of riddle, which they cal1 a "syntagmatic homonym 

riddle" (examples a and b in Table 13), does not replace a word with its homonym but instead 

supplies both words in the punchline. 

a 

Table 13: Syntagmatic and puridigrnatic bomonym iiddks gemeratd by h r d  a d  Lurison. 

b 

c 

The second ciass of riddles modelled by Levison and Lessard are what they call 

"What are groups of sailors on an ocean plearure 
trip ? " "Cruise crews". 

''paradigrnatic homonym" riddles such as 13(c) is an example. The homonym in this kind of 

syntagmatic homonym riddle that uses spelling 
ambiguity. 

"Whut does the man who look at oceans do ail 
day ? " Tees seas'i 

"Whar hns a mouth and does not speak?" "A 
river". 

riddle has specific characteristics such as: 

syntagmatic homonym riddle that uses spelling 
ambiguity. 

paradigrnatic homonym riddle that uses word- 
sense ambiguity. 

itispartofsomething(ananimatebeing'sbody) 

it has a role (eating or speaking) 

its second meanïng is an entity which is part of something ("mouth of a river"). 



32.1 Computationai generathn of this class of riddles 

Lessard and Levison used VINCI to generate both syntagmatic a d  paradigmatic homonyms. 

Consider, for example, the paradigrnatic homonym nddles- In tbeir table entry for tbat noun, the 

13th field must contain a pointer to a holoaym (a larger entity which encompasses some part) and 

a pointer to a typicai role filled by the noun. In VINCI, the syntax for generating the 

paradigmatic homonym nddles is provided in Figure 8 [LL93]. 

ROOT= N[bodypart]/ l 3 = h 0 d  l3=rol 
RIDDLE = TRANSFORMATION 
N: FRAME[has] I/@ 13: homn FRAME[cant] f 1 8  13:mI PUNmquestion]; 

SOLUTION = TRANSFORMATiON 
N: DET[indefj l/@ 13:homn/@ I3:hol; 

QUESTION = RIDDLE:ROOT 
ANSWER = SOLUTIGN-N-ROOT 

Figure 8: The VJNCI gramm~r for genmating a F)PQQ of pamdignmüc bomonym riddles. Tlic tree 
ROOT selects a rroun üke "th" wirhich is a homonym .ad nprCSULts a body part. The 

transformation RIDDLE creates a FRAME or tempiate of the fom ("Wbat bas a" .,&monym> '%ut 
can't" <role pïayed by bownym>. The solution is an iadcfinite article f ' o w e d  by tbe hdonym of the 

homonym. Thus riddkes mach as 13(c) can k geacmteà fmm tbis sgatru. 

3.3 Binsted's mode1 of a class of riddîes 

Kim Binsted dso models simple riddles - claiming that "it would be over-arnbitious to tackle 

sophisticated adult humour at this stage" mR94.41- and implements them in a program. The 

riddles generated by her program have been deemed by human judges to be "of comparable 

quality to those in general circulation among school children" [BR94, 11. 

She concentrates on jokes which use word-level ambiguity (23.1) and the strategy of 

metathesis. These puns are built on common noun-phrases and substitute a word in that noun 

phrase for a homonym. Her program &es use of schemata and templates (described in Section 

2.4.2) and a lexicon. 



33.1 Cornputdonal generaüon of this clnss of ridàIes 

The lexicon 

Binsted* s lexicon contains semantic and syntactic information about words and noun phrases. 

(The cornmon phrases Binsted's program makes use of are just noua phrases). Each entry has a 

unique identifying symbol or "lexeme" and a number of "slots" associated with it. For exampie a 

homonym like "habit" must have two lexemes or unique identifiers such as b'habit-l", "habit-2" 

in order to distinguish the two meanings of the word. The slots contain syntactic information and 

semantic relations for words in the lexicon. Table 14 tists the semantic relations Binsted's 

generator requires to constmct her class of riddles pin%, 761. It is important to note that the 

information contained in the lexicon is "general and neutral- the joke-generating power lies 

elsewhere in the program, partieulady in the schemta and templates, and the ties between hem" 

pR94, 131. 

Each lexeme is a node in a network. The values in the semantic slots are often other lexemes 

but they sometimes contain cfiunks of text in near-surface forrn (a word, phrase, or sentence in 

grammatical, understandable English but is not in perfect surface fonn (e.g. it may not have 

) np. noun 1 A iexeme that typicaily describes the entered lexeme. e.g- 

SLOT 

CLASS 

SPEC-IS 

1 ACYOBJ 1 op. noun 1 The n*u-ninice fonn of the object of the ACï-VERB 

1 

Used With 

np, noun 

np, noun 

2 

HAS 

ACT-VERB 

I I 1 value. cg. (chef* food). (A chef cwks tpod) 
1 

Allowed Vaiues 

The immediate superciass of the lexeme. e.g. (lemon. fhit) 

The class to which the entered lexeme belongs. (The class 
defines the entered lexeme reasonably precîsely), cg. 
(lemon, citnrs). 

1 A verb Iexem. Somcthing you typicaily do to the thing. e.g. 

np, noun 

np, noun 
. 

e.g. (lemon, pips) 

A verb lexeme. Something the thing typicaily does. e.g. 
, (chef, cook) 



LOCATION 

USED-TO 

USED-TO-OB J 

I 1 wom). I 
Table 14= Lexical dations rised to generate a chss of riddks, Scbcmmta mmke use of diautnt tdrraom 

sowtPIItbesloîsaccdtobefükà. 

np, noun 

SYNONYM 

DESCRIB ES-AU 

capitals at the beginning of sentences, etc)). For example, the lexeme "horse" in Table 14 bas the 

Tbe near-surface form o f  its typicai locati*on. e-g. (horse, "in 
a pasture"), 

np. noun 

np, noun 

phrase "in a pasture" for its LOCATION entry. Binsted uses phrases "so that they can be put 

A verb lexerne. Something the thing is typically used to do, 
e.g. (spatula, fiip). 

The near-surface fonn of the objet of the USED-TO value. 
e. g . (sp atuia, pancakes). (A spahila flips DancakeS). 

np, noun, adj 

nom, adj 

directly into a template without fiirther syntactic manipulation". She justifies this because her 

A lexeme of the same category as the entemi lexeme. e.g. 
(pillow,cushion) 

A lexeme which refers to a thing or class of things which 
can aiways be descrïbed by the entered lexerne- e.g. (sliary, 

dissertation is about generating jokes, and not about "cornplex (but uninteresting) syntactic 

generation" @3R94, 131. 

Thus Binsted uses schemata, templates and a lexicon to generate jokes. She claims, 

apparently unaware of Lessard and Levison's work, that her program differs significantly from 

other attempts to computationally generate humour in three ways: 

1. Its lexicon is humour-independent. The aigorithrns are what create the joke, not the lexicon. 
In other words the joke is not "lexicalized" &L93]. 

2. Another program[AFt94] generates riddles that are similar merely in surface fonn. This 
program generates riddles that are similar on a "strategic and srnicturai level" wR94, 121. 

3. It is an implernentation based on a model of riddles. If the results are poor, the model is 
probabiy wrong. 

Lessard and Levison have also done these things. This thesis w i U  also make use of schemata and 

templates and a lexicon and will use Lessard and Levison's natural language generator VINCI to 

generate a class of jokes. 



3.4 What components of the ptacücal mode1 (Section 2.4) are pertonneà by 
the computer in previous joke-genemtors? 

In the automatic generators of jokes that we discuss in chapters 3 and 4, the narrative strategy has 

been chosen by the creator of the genecator. The appropriate schernata for a subset of that kind of 

joke have been programmed and appropriate templates for each schema have been written by 

humans. The computer then executes its algorithm and perfom the last step of our praçtical 

mode1 (Section 2.4) when it searches the datahase- Therefore the computer has been equipped to 

perfonn step 4 of the process represented in Figure 2 (Section 2.4). Future neseasch might change 

the context in which a joke is to be cceated and thus have the machine do more. For example, let 

us Say the computer is asked to make a joke about apples. The situation of the joke has been 

provided. More complicated kïnds of logicai mechanism and script opposition which do not rely 

on simple homonyrny would have to be imptemented. 



Chapter 4 

Modelling and Generating HCPPs 

In this chapter we describe a detailed and formal linguistic model for a certain class of joke and 

demonstrate automated generation of jokes using it, This thesis concenttates on j o b  which 

make use of low-level ambiguity, specificaüy word sense and speUing ambiguity. The p ~ n s  use 

common phrases that contain a homonym. Puns with homographs are not modelled because they 

are not successful oral jokes. To keep the topic focused and manageable, the jokes do not make 

use of substring level ambiguity. Occasionaily puns that contain high-level ambiguities result 

from lucky accidents. Jokes with high-fevel ambiguities at.e not modelled because, as discussed 

in Section 2.2.1 this would requite a computer with common sense and world knowledge. 

SpecificaUy, we have chosen to model puns which rnake use of idioms (e.g. "kick the habit", 

"pass the buck, "jump ship") or commonly connected words ("knead the dough", "serial kilier", 

"tip the waiter") al1 of which we will refer to as "common phrases". In the future, mch common 

phrases could be detected by a statistical program that mrveys common literature. An example of 

this kind of pun is: 

John are a loonie. Now he's pussing the buck 

4.1 Why use common phrases? 

Puns can be written without common phrases but we make use of them because they simplifv the 

generation of sentences1. When a common phrase is used, one of the meanlligs of the homonym 

is alresdy "built into" Le- captured and expressed by the cliched phrase- Thus only one sentence 



articulating the other meaning of this word in the common phrase needs to be generated from 

scratch. Without a common phrase we would have to generate two entire sentences to express the 

meanings of both the word and its homonym, 

4.2 Components of HCPPs 

HCPPs can be f o d y  defmed in terrns of a "target phrase", a "base" and a "pivot", in a 

manner very similar to Lessard and Levison's mode1 for Tom Swifties. For example 

compare the foiiowing Tom Swifty and HCPP: 

a. "We Le s m c k  oil" Tom said crudely. 
b. John is violent. He is raising (razing) canle. 

The simplified schema models in Figure 9 reveal that both kinds of pun obey a similar 

"grammar" . As we have seen fiom Lessard and Levison's work, simple Tom Swifties 

contain a word caiied the pivot (the word "crudely" in example i) and the pivot in tum 

contains a word within it ("crude"), the "base" which is a homonym. In the HCPP, the 

common phrase "raising cattle" can be considered the pivot. Like the Tom Swifty, this 

pivot unit contains a base - an element which enjoys any kind of relation (meronymy, 

hyponymy, antonymy etc.) with an eulier part of the sentence- The base's rneaning 

differs from the pivot's and hence the pivot's meaning is challenged and subverted. In 

our example, the base is the word "raising" whose homophonous meaning "razing" 

(defmed as "completely destroying") is reinforceci by the target phrase "John is violent". 

(Note: the word "raising" actually has two homonyms: "raising" as in lifting up and 

"razing" as in destroying. If the other homonym were used, the pun "John is lifting up 

cows. He raises cattle" could also be constructed). Thus the Tom Swifty and HCPP 

schemas are similar but their narrative strategies and templates are very different. 

' For example: " I h i  bored" yawned the piece of w d  with a hole in i t  Three m e d n g s  of the homophone 
bored are used here: bored (uncballeaged), board (piece of wood), bored(drilied). 



Sim~lified Schema for Tom Sliritacg 

homophone 1 homophone I 

Figure 9: The similarïty between Tom Swiftias ami HCPPs, The pivots rppear  in the boxes at the 
bottom, the bases in c i d e s  

4.3 Leveis of complexity of HCPPs 

The minimum requirement for generating homonym puns is a semantic relation between 

I b. reverberations involving parts of the common I John stores his money in a manress so he has 
phrase and the meaning of the whole common something to full back on, 

a. multiple reverberations with parts or al1 of 
the cornmon phrase: 

John stores his rnmey in a tnattress. He 3 
makurg a down puyment- 

a homonym of the base word and a word or phrase in the target sentence. Table 15 p u p s  some 

possible HCPPs according to the kinds of relations tbat occur between the pivot and the target 

sentence. 

phrase: 

c. reverberations with a substring or substrings 
of a word in the common phrase: 

d. reverberations involving more than one 
common phrase per joke: 

John 5 girlfncnd feli h e p  whiie watching the 
Northem lights. He asketk "Does the aurora 
bore you Alice?" 

"'1 c m  t believc u man of your calibre wouià do 
such a thUlg?" said Tom shooting off his mouth. 

Table 15: Somc of the ùüEercnt ltiDds of bases in HCPPs. 



4.4 Focusing on a subclass of homonym p m  

This thesis will focus on  p u s  that belong to categories 15(a) and (b). In order to riender the 

dgorithmic modelling clear and comprehensive, we furthet refine the focus to puns with the 

foiiowing characteristics: 

Most of the puns will consist of two sentences or a sentence and a sentence 

fragment. The pivot sentence will act as the punchline of the joke and so will always 

appear after the target sentence as in joke 2a- The sentences could be reversed to "John 

is passing the buck He ate a Ioonie" but that would not be as satisfying. The sentence 

that ends with the common phrase resolves the built-up tension better. 

The pivot sentencdsentence fragment will contain a common phrase that in turn 

contains a homonym 

The target sentence will always make some kind of reference to the homonym in 

the pivot sentence. 

"John" or "Joan" or a career person (such as a lawyer, nun, fishennan) or  some 

kind of animai will be the subject of the fust sentence and the pronoun for that entity 

("He", "She") will be the subject of the second sentence. 

We will concentrate on common phrases with the syntaxes listed in Table 16, 

The range of puns that meet these critena is vast and spreads across both verbal and non- 

verbal types of humour. Table 17 illustrates this range by investigating part of the 

hierarchy of homonym puns that can emerge h m  a single common phrase "x kicks the 

habit". 

Thus, jokes like a - d can be generated by out  system but e and f cannot because this 

kind of complex cognition makes them too difficult. Although al1 of these puns would 

probably be classifieci as examples of verbal jokes because of their use of word-level 

ambiguity, puns e and f go beyond simple Linguistic play md require reason and 

know ledge. 



puns in ternis ofîhe syntax of tk c o e n  phrase - asaï. 

a 

b 

c 

d 

e 

f 

John attacks nun's clothes. He kicks 
the habit. 

John attacks nuns. He kicks the habit. 

Table 16: Somc of the dincrcpt sya- of tbc coi~ieon phrases Because we arc 
perforniing linguistic trdornmtions a d  generatiag sen- it is iisdol to O- 

Verb <optional arüclc) noan where the verb has a 
homonym ihat is also a verb. 

verb phrase copt iod  article nom where the noun 
has a homonym that is also a noun. 

verb <optionai articles noun where the verb and the 
noun both have vetb and noun homonyrns fespectively. 

adjective nom wfiere noun has a homonym that is 
also a noun. 

n o d l  norinm (compound noun) wbere noun#l bas a 
homonym which is also a noun. 

adjective nom where adjective has a noun homonym. - 

- - 

The nun gave up smoking. She kicked 
the habit, 

"tip the wakrt', "jump 
ship" 

"kick the habit", "pour out 
hissoul" 

"pass the bu&'', "kneads 
doagh tt 

%rab kart", "conrmnkt 
plot'' 
" s d  mate", "nïght scbool" 

m g C a  w r w  9 w m V d  -te 

- -- 

A simple translation pun that uses phrase type a 
The direct object of the cornmon phrase is a 
homonym so we find a synonym of its 
homophonous meanîng and use a synonym or  
hyponym of the verb to create the tarpet sentence. 

This is an improvement of (a)- To generate uUs pun, 
however, the program would require a semantic net 
extensive enough to know thai a habit is worn by a 
nun and that cloihing (especiaily uniforms or 
ctothing associated with a vocation) can be 
symbolic of a person. 

An example of an actuai bad habit improves the pun 
by making it more subtie than pun (d). The 
improvement in (c) makes the pun harder to 
hplement, however, because the database would 
need to have examples of bad habits. The 
juxtaposition of incongruities exprcssed in the pun - 
the idea of a nun smoking or having any kind of bad 
habit - is a comical one that adds to the humour of 
the joke but enabling the system to create this End 
of opposition is very difficult - a sophisticated 
knowledge base andor inferencing mechanism 
would be required. Interestingly, pun (c) was 
generated by our program, but the incongruity of a 
devoutly religious person smoking is an accidental 
bonus unplanneci by îhe algorithm whkh yielded 
this joke. In other words, the incongruity in ihis pun 
will not necessarily appear in puns duived h m  
orber corninon phrases. In this example, it just so 
happens that the word "habit" and its homonym 
bring together nvo concepts (a nun a d  smoking) 
that are more opposed to each other rhan ones 
normally yielded by homonyms (for example, "air" 
and "heir"). 



- 

The nun gave up a bad tendency. She 
kicked the habit- 

John used to attack num. But now he 
has kicked the habit, 

The nun has given up her orders. She 
kicked the habit- 

This pun is ironic ùecausc John's ginng up a 
violent teadency is describecl in violent te= and 
suggests that maybc John did not givc up his violent 
predilections after ali. This kind of h n y  requirts 
complex cognition which computcrs currently do 
not possess- 

In this pun, the meaning of the common phrase 
resonates with the idea in îhe targct sentence that the 
n u  ha, given up something- In fact, because of this. 
it maka a dkespectfiil equation of the nun's 
devotion to God with an addictive tendency that 
shoald be s W n  off. Giving up hcr vocatioz~ is 
equated with giving up some implicitiy bad and 
trifüng tendency. A b ,  the iiteral interpretation of 
"kick" and the homonym of "habit" (am's clothes) 
taken together, form a symbol of the nun renouncing 
her religious orders. LiteralIy "kiciâng" something 
often means showing that thing disrespect (unless it 
is a soccer ball) and so there is the suggestion here 
that the nun does not respect her former calling. The 
cornputer would therefore need to possess 
knowledge about the symbolism associated with an 
act such as kicking, and would have to be 
sophisticated enough to wKlcrstand the following 
nuance: in this pun the habit no longer rcpresents 
the nun as it did in example (b) but instead 
symbolizes her orciers. This Linking of things - habit 
and religious calling, habit and nun - are iasights 
which the cornputer would have to possess- In other 
words, the cornputer would have to possess 
encyclopedic knowledge about the world. 

Table 17: Part of a range of homophone puns thrit can emergt h m  a singie common 
phrase "x kicks the habit". 

4.5 Required Lexical Database Elements 

A number of different algorithms have been written to generate HCPP's because common 

phrases with difTerent syntaxes require different algorithms. Al1 of these algorithms make use of 

a iexicon which contains ce& semantic relations between nouas, noun phtases, verbs, verb 

phrases and adjectives. Table 18 Lists the semantic relations the generator uses to constmct 

HCPPs. A subclass of an HCPP will make use of a certain set of relations while another subclass 

will requise a different set, Thus not ail the lexical slots have to be faed for a paiticular common 



L 

inac tverb  

approp-adj 

prep-assoc 

1 aaswer involves both x and y- e-g. fraze, "x y") 
1 

Used With 

np, noun 

verb 

verb 

AUowd Vaiues 

The immediate superclass to which the entcred lexeme 
belongs- e.g. (àeer, nninirl) 

The answer to the question "Why would x verb y?" and tbe 
answet only involves x- e-g. (mze, "x b vident") 

The answer to the question 'Why would x verû y?" and the 

mull, verb, 
adjective 

e-g* m=& but), (-9 (m. ca#i) 

np, noun, vp, verb, 
adjective 

np, noua 1 A verb lexeme. Something you typically do to the thing. e.g. 

e-g. (cawt, cons) 

noun, np, verb, vp A person or animal associated with this lexeme. e.g, (cattle, 
farmer). 

(adjective, noun) 

pair 

Table 18: L a i d  relations used to generatt a cîass of riddlts. 

An analogous adjective for the given class. e.g. ((bmken, 
animai), isiund) 

np, noun 

phrase (and the words that make it up) in order for a joke to be generated. Figure 10 

dernonstrates which relations are relevant to which syntactic categones of words. 

A preposition assoçiated with the nom lexeme. e.g. (ta& 
in), (wharf, on) 

4-6 The Schernata 

Figures 11 through 21 demonstrate the varions schemata for HCPPs. The syntax of the word 

phrase acted upon by the schema is s h o w  in the topmost box. The "(h)" symbol appearing after 

a word category indicates that the word is a homonp.  For exarnple, Figure 1 1 shows Schema #l 

which generates p u s  from verb-noun phrases in which the verb is a homonym. 



noun or 
noun phrase 

common phrase 7- 
Figure 10: The relations required for dincrent w o d  or phrase categoric9 Most scheams 
d e  use of only a hanàful of relations. in other w o d ,  wt di the dacbol are q u i r d  

to generate a particolPr kinà of joke. 



Schema 

1 c;&n 1 
"raise d e "  

#L 'k is vioIent" 

noun 
modifier 
A 

Ternplate for Sc hema # l 
'The " a iounb  "isn a o u n  modifier> "." 

"He " ccommon phrasa "*." 

why-x 

Figure 11: The why-x reiation asks îhc queaian: "Why woald s raze y". A paisible amwer for this 
dation might be "x is vident". Tbt P ~ L S I ~ C ~  fw ibis rdatio11 invdvu oaly a description ofx d docr not 
involve y. b m p i e s  of jokes praduced by (his rkilP "John b vident. He rabes aW. &John bi 
compassiomte. H e  curas the meatn- "John is p e n c r t d  He ûaüns his iighttn. 

binre" 

verb B 

rC 

homophone 



ucows" 

"nzen 

verb B 

homophone 

"nise" "'de" 

objccî 

vp 
common 
PW 

"raise d e "  

Template for Schema #2 

Yohn " cnounb cverb Q aoun B>"." 
"He " <cornmon phrase> 'Y 

Figure 12: This schem is ahmst identicai to schcnm #l uccpt the why-sy rdstioa is used imhd d tbe 
why-x relation and a symnym of the noua objcct i s  rcq9irrd. The kiads djoltcs producd by this 
scheag and temphte are: "Jdm disükes cown He rrriics uük". “John pilies tk dinl ûesh. He cures 
the meaî". "John is attrilcteà 10 dccîromagnetic radiatim Be îhsûes his Iighis". 



Schema #3 

TempIate for Schema #3 

r i i e  a o u n  B> <aux> <advecb 
'John" <cornmon phrase> "." 

Figure 13: The kinàs of jdrcs produœd by tüis schemm ami ttmplaîe are: "Tk CO- are dcstroyd. Jdm 
raises cattle" or 'The aninmi fie& is bealtd. John cures the irrot?'. 



Schema #4 

I~ern~late for Schema #4 

'The " a o u n  B> cverbphraso Un 
"She " ccoaunon phrase> "." 

Figure 14: The common phrase bas a verb in it wbicb is a bomopbon+. Som* exau@es are: ‘The 
cartoonist aumot remcODbQt. S k  ds'aws a MoaL"- "Tbe puvert is d m  He nrshir U a  U g h b  CQnK 
cook overextenàed hiPsoil- H e  strained hinrdP. Using tb+ perpcrorOtPniml Unlt uith verbm is &ten 
effective because what a pers00 does ofîen says a Id about wbo tbmt purm b, Uahg pu-ororuirml with 
objects is probably l e s  SuecesSIai, bowevu, became a prsoaintrrrictr with objcrtr in ttib w d d  
which do not ùave a lot to say about her. Of course somc objccts irr rdrted to a persab s#iw are even 
symbolic - for esample a doctor aad bu scalpel, a mail d e r  .nd Iettcrs. But for tbe mort part, it is 
probably safer to say Lhot the verb king doue by a subject in a sentence io more d d y  rdatcd to that 
subject than the object which the subject is interacüng wiîb. 



Schema #5 

"kick the habit" 

Template for Schem CH I 
"Joan " cverbB> a i o u n e  I 
"She " ccommon phrasa "." 

Figure 15: Simple tronslntion pui# Som -es are: "Juan bOOtS the nm's dothing. She kicks the 
habit". "Joan owns a signai. Sbe ôas ûare". “John creatcd a W d y *  He niPdt a nid'* "Jo.0 
handed over a comparÉmont. She gave kr(hn. 



Schema #6 

*'usem l 

noun or 
adjective 4 

"phone" pz-1 

Template for Schema #6 



adjective 

Template for Schema #6b 
'ThebaiounB> aerb A> (dan] aounQ "." 

*A " cnp cornmon phrase, 

Figure 17: The common phrase is a naun phrase (ci- an aâj-nooa or a eoapatod iraun). Eitbu the odjecüve or tbt 
noun is a homophone. An esample is: The diver bdoags to an artçrrnizntion. A chmai graup". H norinA is  aiready u 
person or an animal then the d u e  for the relation per-ot-pnirml is jast a symaym d monA. 



1. noun# l &)-no- where hom(no@ 1) is a place or container. 
2. adj(h)-noun where hom(adJ3-moun and is a place or container. 

Schema #7 

"bon" 'khÛrf' 
preposition 1-1 [.-.DI 

- "force" 
noun C (must noun E 
be a i d o n  

or a container} &synoriYrn 

'F 
homophone 

"peer" "pressure*' 

noun A or 4 ) noun B . 
adjective 

i irioctirioctverb 

remphte for Schema #7 

"'John" cverb> a o u n  E> <prcposition> "the" aioun DS" 
"(NAn} ccommon ph- "." 

Figure 18: Tùe kinds of jokes produccd by tais sbemm anci tempiate are: ‘‘John cxcrts forœ oa the 
wharf- Peer presmre" or seas the person in a buriaï spot. A grave man". 



, v 

I . noun#l (h)-nouW where nounlY2 is a location or container- 
2. adj(h)-aoun where horn(adj)->noun and that noun is a location or container. 

- I ora I 

noun A or 
adjective 

1 I 
Template for Schema #8 I 

4 I -0 noun B (nnist 
be a location 

"John" cverb a o u n  D> <prepositioa> aioun E S w  
( N A n }  ccommon phrase> "." 

Figure 19: The kinds of jokes pduced  by this schema anâ tempiate arc: 4CJ~b creates disorder in tbt 
m m  A mess hall'' or "John reads about a d e m i  wlvriw at îbe piau d I a m h g .  A knïgôt scbodn 
or "John combs the horse's hair on the pde A mPin ma&". 



adj(h)-noun where hom(adj)->noun 

Schema #9 

"broken hemn 

"*deCr" 
",mal" 

noun C 

A 
. 

Template for Schema #9 

''Johnu cverb> ("alan")djective B> oioun Qu." 
("It/He/She") "is" ("ba/an" ) uA>mmon p b a r o  I" 

"hart" "injured" 

Figure 20: The kinds of j o b  produced by this s c b  anà tcmpl.te arc: “John sar an iqjored W. It is a brdccn 
heart". if the adjective is appropriate as it is then a synonym d i t  is riscd, For ewmpk, =John b a w l r m  &sœn&t~t, 
He is a hot heii'. 

synonym 

appw-ad j 
J 

noun B - i 
inad-vcrb 

-pi 

"broken" 



If the attributes of nounB 
and verûB do not clash then 
the sentena is 

l~ern~late  for Schcma #IO 

Ĵohn" <verbB> 'Vie" aiou&>. 
"He" <verbA> "it" .̂" 

Figure 21: The Liads of jokes produccd by Oiis srbcmP and ttmpliîe are: "Jaba srddr tbe 
hotse. He nags it". 'WUB dis  the bitd Er h w k s  if'. Attrilmtcs sirb as minute, 
;nanimPte, taagible, inîangible ~ r t  givcp to n w o ~  .ad vvbs in orckr to prormc romr 
seniantic coberence between Lbcm For bîamx, wiîh tk dvcn rttribriîar, somr 8bQiadittcr 
s u c h l i s ~ J o h n d r i n k s ~ ~ H e I . p s i t i i p " r r i l l ~ b c r l ) o w t d ~  Wbîmœ"t 
an intangible anà the verb 'LdrinL" requims a tangibk. Bot tbe üsî drttnbates b 
incomplete so many swnantic dPahca c m  JtSU axnr. 



Chapter 5 

This chapter describes a practicai implementation of three of the schemata intrioduceci in Chapter 

4. A large portion of the work was the preparation of the lexical database h m  which the jokes 

were drawn, Section 5.1 describes tbat process and Section 5.2 reviews briefly how the schemata 

were implemented in VINCI. 

5.1 Populating the Lexical Database 

The whole procedure for populating the lexicon could be completely automated if a sophisticated 

semantic network of words and their relations were to exist - the kind of knowledge base which 

will ultirnately need to be constructed for truiy automated nanual language generation and 

understanding. This knowledge base does not yet exist, however. hdeed one of the goals of this 

thesis is to discover some of the information which would need to be available to allow 

comprehensive artificial generation and understanding of n a d  language. The steps in the 

procedure (see Figure 25) have been done manually for this thesis because the needed digital 

lexical resources were not avdable. 

A Iexicon is "a set of records (iexical entries) which describe the words of the language, the 

word categones they belong to, and a variety of other ... information used in the generation 

process" CLL961- Figure 21 demonstrates an example of a part of a lexicon and shows that each 

line in it hotds information about a single word or phrase- The information includes: the lexerne 

of the word, its category, its attributes, and various relations. 



5.1.1 The resewed fields 

A VINCI Iexicon consists of a collection of records, each of which is a sequence of fields. The 

fust six fields of every lexical entry are feserved for certiiin kinds of information while 

subsequent fields can be defmed in any way the user chooses. The s u  reserved fields are shown 

in Figure 22 and are listexi hem: 

Field 1 hoIds the lexeme of the word - i.e. a unique identifier for each word or ph-. 
Field 2 contains the category of the word - Le. wbether it is a nom, adjective, verb, 
determiner or common phrase. 
Field 3 holds attn'butes or characteristics of the word. For example, in Figure 2, ''tr~nk'~ (as 
in car cornpartment) has the attribute 'Location' and the class "Number" which contains the 
values "singulaf' and "plural". This class allows each lexical item to be either singular or 
plural - morphology rules then produce the appropnate fom, with or without "-s", as 
required. 
Field 4 can be used to indicate the frequency with wbich a user would like VINCI to include 
that word in a sentence. This feature was not necessary for the joke genemtor, however, so it 
was left blank. 
Field 5 holds information about how to rnake the word plurai (if the word is a noun) or how 
to make it agree with third person subjects (if the word is a verb). 
Fieid 6 holds rules for a second morphology pass. This dows  leaves in the tree to be 
compared to each other and to be transformeci if need be. For example if the words "a" and 
"ox" are next to each other in a sentence, then "a" is changed to "an" because the word 
following it starts with a vowel. 

Figure 22: Example records fmm a VINCI Idcon. In tbis Figure, an integer indicaihg tht fidd aomkr h.s kcn 
p i a d  in empty tkMs, 

5.1.2 HCPP Lexical entries and their relations 

Some of the kinds of words appearing in the lexicoo are listed in Table 19. Certain relations to 



1 nouns that are neither homonyms nor locations 1 "singing", "godmother" 
I I 

nouas or adjectives that bave homonyms which are 
locations 

nouns or adjectives that have homonyms which are 
not locations 

nouns that are not homonyms but are locations 

verbs that are homonyms 1 ‘îaise", "flash" I 

"caroln, "bbirw 

"beachn, "serial" 

verbs that are not homonyms I 
adjectives that are not homonyms. 1 

Table 19: The din;erent kinds of  words appdng ia the kxkon. 

, field 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Table 20: A listing and description o f  the reserved fields in VINCI îhat are common to cach catry Ui the kricoa 

allowed elements 

the lexeme. 

NWlAICPPREPIARTiPHRASEPUNC17BLANKlPRO 
N 

Location, Nurnber, plur, 

5 

these words are necessary for the generation of  jokes (see section 4.7). Figure 23 demonstrates 

which relatioas are pertinent to the different kinds of words- These semantic relations wiii appear 

in certain fields in the lexicon. AU words belonging to the s a m e  word category (for exampie ail 

nouns) will have the same number and kinds of  fields. These fields will be ordered in the same 

way but not al1 of them wiil be fiiled- For example both a noun that is a homonym and a noun 

that is not will have a specific field in their lexical entry reserved for homonym pointers. But 

C O U ~ B M ~  

Categories of words and phrases. 

Attributes of the word- 

relative fiequency Not used by our generator. 

rnorphologicai rule for p&l: $2, $3, Rules that d o w  subject verb agreement and 
ensure that nouns have the proper singular and 
plurai forms. 



only the word that actuauy has a homonym will have a value for this field The reason for 

creating the lexicon this way was to keep it simple and consistent. 

preposition noun 

noun 
Oiomonym and 

1-on) 

I 

(location) I ""' I 

I homophone 

p k i l  (homophone) 

preposi tion L7 

(homophone) F I  

NOUN4 nouns 
that arc neithcr 
locations mr 
homophones 



noun 
modifier verb 

VERB 
(homophone) 

homophone I 

p&ïE, (homophone) 

Figure 23: The M e r e n t  relations quired for (a) noans whicb are bomophoins md locatioas (b) 
homophone nouas (c) nouas that ate mot homophones but are loaatioas (d) noans tbnt are initber lacations 

nor homophones (e) verb homophones (t) aâjective homophones. 

Tables 21-23 show where the semantic relations to nouns, verbs and adjectives appear in the 

lexicon. 

field 

7 

1 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

the îype of idonirptioa appearing in the 6dd 

the surface form of the lexeme (Le. how it will actuaily appear in a 
sentence). 

hornonym 

synonym phrase 

per-or-animai 

inactverb 

prep-assoc 
Table 21: Tbe lexicai fiel& for noms. DifRereat schconta rrill rmLt use of 

different fields. Questionnaires anà dictionades were hrrvkA out tm v01untœ.m 
and îhey supplieà the various reiatioos to the w o d s  m&mg up tbc common 

ph- 



field 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 
14 
15 

homonym 
S y n  

the type of inform~tion 
apperuiag in the fidd 
the surface form of the 

verb 

commrnts 

The synonym of the ver4 goes here. Entries in 
this field may be single verbs or they may be 
verb phrases consisting of a verb and a 
prepositior For example let us say a lexical 
entry is "peer". A synonym of this mîght be 
"look atw. The whole phrase "look at" would 
appeat hem- 
Let as say tbere ïs a lexicai enhy for the verb 
phrase "Iook at". To conjugate the verb in this 
verb phrase. and have it agree with subjects. 
the verb aeeds to be isolateci so it appcars in 
this phrase. If the lexical entry is simply a 

""at" would appear in this field. Xf the k x i d  
preposition (optional) 

entry is simply a verb. then this field is blank 

- - 
verb, the verb appeats here. 
For the lexical entry "look at", the preposition 

A person or animal associateci with bis 
1 lexenie- e.g, Geai. doctor). 

Table 22: The IeJticai Gdds for verbs. 

why-x 
blank 
why-xy-verb 
why-xy-rest 

example: '5s caring" 
reserved in case why-x needed to be split up. 
example: "want" 
example: "to be bette? 

5.2 Bdding the Leficon 

When building the lexicon, the utmost care was taken to ensure that it be "geaeral and neutral" 

Le. not humour-specific [BR94, 131. In other words we were careful that information was not put 

in the lexicon with particular jokes in mind. The following sections describe the steps in creathg 

the lexicon and the whole pmcedure is surnmarized in Figure 25. 

field 
7 

8 

the type of information appearïnp in tùe fidd 
the surface form of the lexeme (Le. how it wiil actuaüy 
appear in a sentence). 
homonym (it is a noun) 

Table 23: The lexical Gdds for adjectives 



5.2.1 Generate the Initial List 

First of dl,  70 adjectives that have noun homonyms were taken h m  a list of homonyms on tbe 

web [Co99]. The List containal only homonyms that souad the same but are spelled differently 

(i.e. homophones). 7 obscure words were taken off the list, leaving 63 homonyms'. For the sake 

of variety, we also wanted adjective homonyms that sound the same and are spelled the same (i.e. 

homographs) so we consulted another source ([Fr66]). In 150 entries, however, o d y  three 

adjectives that had noun homonyms were found: '6gross", "major" and "minor". Nonetheless, 

these 3 were added to the list making a total of 66 adjective homonyms. From the same 

homonym list on the web[Co99], we then gathered 70 nouns thai have noua homoayms. 9 of 

these were obscure and were taken off the list, leaving 61 noun hornonyms2. 

The three homographs (for example "major" (the adjective) and "major" (the noun meaning 

"military person") have numbers ("-1" and "-2") appended to them so that they can be 

distinguished from each other. The resdting unique identifier (the lexeme) is then put at the head 

of a new Iine in the lexicon (field 1) because every word o r  phrase in the lexicon gets a single 

Iine in which information about it is recorded. Homophones (for example "haii' and "hare) do 

not require numbers added to them and hence are written as they appear in the homophone k t .  

The category of the word is then recorded in field 2 and the class "Number" is put in field 3 

(unless the homophone is a plural noun, in which case ''plurai" is written in field 3, indicating 

that the word does not have a singular form). The symbol for the rnorphology mle that transforms 

nouns into their proper singular or plural form is "$2" and is put in field 5 of each noun. 

Similady, "$3", representing the morphology rule for verbs is placed in field 5 of each veh .  A 

rule labeled "$13" for the second morphology pass is put into field 6 of the article "a". This rule 

changes the "a" to "an" if the word following it in a syntax tree starts with a vowel. Field 7 is 

IThe adjective homophones deerned obscure were "ôundt", 'Taux", "gray&, "gnu", "plumb", ''roodW and 
'mien". 



fdled with the near surface form of the homophone - Le. the way the word will appear on the 

screen ("neai' surface form because aa "s" might be added to the string in field 7 if the word's 

plurd or third person present form is rquired). The "homonym:" tag dong with the word's 

homophone is then put in field 8. And the "syn:" tag dong with a synonym of the word are put in 

field 9. These synonyms were providecl by volunteers. Field 4 is filied with a blank because it 

relates to a feature of VINCI which is not tequired for our joke generator. 

Thus, let us say the words ''mmk" and "raise" (and their homonyms) were two of the words 

randomly chosen fiom the homonym list to appear in the lexicon- Aftef their insertion, the 

lexicon would look like Figure 24. 

"irunk-l1'INI! i#71$1 3P'~nK'lhomophone:"tninktnink2"Isyn: "Iuggage cornpartment of cafl 
"û-unknk2"iNNumberl 1$26 13l"tninK'hornophone~**tnink,1'*rSyn: "eIephant's noseml 
"raise"lVINumberi 1$31$13P'tip"(homoph0ne:~~e'*isyn 1 : "bring"; syn2: "upS'l 
"raze"NiNumberll$31$13f"tip"lhomophone: '̂ raise**lsynl:"destroy"; syn.2: '"'1 

-- - - - 

Figure 24: the lexical entries for four homophones afker step 1 has compkted. 

5.2.2 Remove unuseful homonyms and add common phrases to the lexicon. 

The second step for creating the lexicon involved p i c h g  phrases fmm the Oxford English 

diction&. A word from the list of homonyms (5.2.1) was looked up in the dictionary and the 

'The noun homophones deemed obscure were: "eweS*, bbeyelet". "gnus", "imaught", "lien", ïnettlet*, "plaitS*. 
"rheum", 'îvhit". 

We tned using c pngram on the web calleci PhraseFinder(PFW] which takes a word as its input and 
outputs common phrases in which t h t  word appears. For example if the word "fair" (a homophone) is input 
to PhraseFinder, the List of common phrases output is: 'Wnt hart  never won f& lady"; "fair and 
aboveboard"; "fair and square"; "fair crack of the whip"; "fair Co middling". But ais program is incomplete 
and failed to find rnany phrases that appear in the OED. Once its database base has expanded (users of the 
program can add to its database), however, it could be used for automathg the creation of the kxicon. 



choose only tfie foiiowing k i d  of 
homphoncs: 

a noun has a noun homophone 
5.2.1 Gencratc initiai homonym a vcrb has a vcrb homophone 

an adjective has a noun 
homophone 

4 
relations to lexical entri 

and add them to the lexicon 

Figure 25: The first steps in creating îhe Iuricon. A Iist of homophoins is compila# from a lUting on the web and 
is put into the lexîcon. Then a üst of common phases is d d v d  h m  &ose homopùoins asing a dictioii~ry. 

The resuiting list of common phrases is addd to Iexicon A. The words a p h  in the cornima phrases orhich 
do not have th& own entries in tbt lexicon arc tkn dckd to it. 

first phrase to occur in the entry for that homonym wbich fit our syntactic criteria was picked. 

This was done for each of the homonyms. Care was taken to ensure that a phrase which ends up 

in the lexicon was not selected based on forelcnowledge that it would yield good results. If a 



cornmon phrase with the proper syntax (described in section 4.4) could not be found for a word 

or for that word's homonym, both words were deleted h m  the lexicon. If multiple cornmon 

phrases were found for a homonym, only the fmt  one occurring in the dictionary was chosen4. 

When a common phrase meeting the syntactic critena was discovered, the word and its homonym 

remained in the lexicon and the phrase and certain information about it were added, For exarnple, 

let us Say common phrases containing the word "tmnk" (as in "luggage cornpartment of car") and 

the word "raise" were found. Figure 26 shows what our sample lexicon rnight look Iike once the 

second step has k e n  completed- 

From the 66 adjective homonyms, 41 common phtases were found but, for the sake of 

Iimiting the size of the lexicon (which is very time consurning to build by hand), only the f i t  20 

were put in it. From the 6 1 noun homonyms, we stopped searching for common phtases when 

over 100 had been found. Upon examining this list we found that 16 of them were noun phrases 

in which one of the words was a location or container. Thus these 16 phrases were placed in the 

lexicon because schemata 7 and 8 could make use of them. This did not constinite a violation of 

our mle that the lexicon is to be built with no particular jokes in mind, however. If al1 100 

common phrases had been entered into the lexicon - as they would be for a system designed for 

comprehensive naturai language generation - VINCI would have found the 16 relevant phrases 

anyway and ignored al1 the others when executïng the algorithms for schemata 7 and 8. Thus by 

placing the 16 common phrases with noun locations in the lexicon, we were not restricting 

VINCI'S search for appropriate noun phrases for schemata 7 and 8 but were simply saving 

ourselves From having to do a lot of unnecessary typing. Figure 26 shows that we have classified 

al1 cornrnon phrases to be of the same 

type. In spite of theü syntactic differences - "muik space" is a nom phrase and "raise cattle" 

4 For exarnple the homophone "bare" appeared in numerous common phrases such as "barn tnith", "bare 
facts", "bare majority", "bare necessities" etc. but only "bare tnrth", the f i t  phrase to occw in the 
dictionary's entry for this word, was placed in our lexicon. 



L'trunk-lnN1 1 #171$13i"trunk"lhomophone"~2"tsya: "luggage cornpartment of c a f l  
b'trunknk2"NiNumberI S26 1 3YtninK'homophone:"bNnkbNnklnisyn: "'elephant's nose'7 
'taise"iVINumbed 1S316P'tip"homophone:'*razenisyai: "bring"; syn2: %p"l 
"raze"NtNumberi 1$3 I6r'tip"homophone: "raise"lsyn 1:"destroy"; syn2: '"'1 
'~space"lCPI3l4i#11$13l7iCPptl :'~b"/BLANKK=Ppr2:wb"/BLANKlCPpt3:"bw/BLANKICPpt4:"b" 
/BLANKICPptS:"tnuik,l'*/MCPpt6:"space*M1 
"raise,cattie"ICP~l4in 1 l6l'XPptl : " ~ ~ ~ S ~ " N I C P ~ ~ ~ : " ~ ~ / B L A N K ~ C P ~ ~ ~ : " ~ " / B ~ ~ ~ : ' % ~ / B L A  
NKfCPp tS: "b"/B~Ppt6:"catt ie"/NI 

consists of a verb and a noun - both phtases are classified as CPs. The type CP is a kind of 

ordered superset which consists of the following components: verb, preposition, article, 

adjective, noun#l, noun#2- A particular phrase wiil contain al1 of these components but only a 

subset of them will have values. For example ai i  the components of the phrase " t d  space" will 

be blank except for the last two: noun#land nouna. The phrase "raise cattle", however, has 

values for the verb and noun#2 components but the remaining ones are bladc. Classifjhg al1 

cornmon phrases as the same type (in spite of their varying syntaxes) was not an atternpt to mode1 

the way hurnan beings regard common phrases: we are not suggesting that people think of 

common phrases in this way. Nor was grouping them under one label motivated by reasons of 

easing implementation. We were simply trying to make the point that any kind of common phrase 

containing a homonym c m  act as the seed of a joke - that al1 common phrases are identical in this 

respect. Table 24 summarizes the kinds of common phrases our joke generator acts upon. 

5.23 Add the remaining words making up the common phrases to the 1exicon. 

So far, the only entries in the lexicon are homonym verbs, nouns and adjectives and the common 

phrases which contain them (For example, see Figure 26). The next step in developing a lexicon 



for our joke generator involves creating lexical entries for the words in the common phrases 

which do not yet have their own lines in the lexicon, These words wiii be nouns, adjectives, 

verbs and determiners. This step is important because in order for VINCI to malce use of these 

Table 24: The types of phrases hPbAkA by tbe schenmta. 

schema 
#1,2,3,45 

schema #6,9 
schema #6,7.8 

words and others associated with hem, they must have theu own separate lexical entries. Thus in 

our running example, the words 'kattle" and "space", dong with information for their first nine 

fields are added to the lexicon in this step. Figure 27 demonstrates the result. 

verb 

Y= 

no 
no 

Figure 27: The lcxicon after step 5.2.3. 

5.2.4 Find certain relations to lexical entries and add them to the Wcon 

The relations for the various nouns, adjectives and verbs wece collecteci by means of volunteers 

who answered a questionnaire. mer this step, the lexicon contains aU the information requùed 

for the purposes of our joke generator and looks like Figure 28. 

prrpo*(ioas 

no 

no 
no 

utWe 

optional 

no 
no no 

adjective 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

0an 

no 

no 
Y- compound 

QP of 
wt%sdon 

verb - noun 
phtase 

noun phrase 

--Pk 

"raisecatticw 
or "kick the 
habit" 
"bmken heart" , 



5.3 Generating the Jokes 

Figure 29 shows the implementation of algorithm #1 in VINCI code and the lexical entries 

required to generate a particuiar joke- 

"trunkJ "NNumberl lit7 1$13i"tnink" Ihomophonenaunk_2"1syn: "luggage compartmtnt of caf'l 
''trunknk2"N[Numbed 1$2~13P'tnink"lh0mophone:~trunk,l**~: "elephant's noscWl 
"raise"lVNumberl 1$316P'tipnbomophone:n~"lsyn 1: "bring"; syn2: "up"l 
"raze"NNumberl1$3 l6i"tip"~omophone: bWisynl:''destroy"; syn2: '"'1 
"uunk-space"lCP1314t#1 I$l3îXPpt 1 :"b"/BLANKKIPpQ:"bn/BLANKK3Ppt3:'*b"/BLAMClCPpt4:"b" 
/BLANKiCPptS:"tnink_i"/MCPp t6:"space"iNi 
"raise,cattienICPISi4Ul i6-t l:wralse"NICPpt2:"bn/BL*ANKK3PpG:"6"/BLAMOCPpt4:"bw/BCA 
NKlCPptS: "b"/BLAMUCPpt6:ncattlenMI 
"space"iNlsingl #171$13l"space"l l 
"cattle"iNlp1url H7S 13f'cattle"l l 

- - -- - - -- 

Figure 28: A sample of wbat the lmcon might look U e  after steps 5.2.1-5.2.4 have ken 
performed on two hornopboncs: "tninlr" a d  "raise". 

I ROOT = MAKEPIVOT: BASE % 

MAKEPIVOT = TRANSFORMATION 
CP: 
ARTf The" 
l/@ 1 O:CPpt3/@9:per_or-animal 
l/@S:CPptl/@ 12:why-x 
PUNCTP'." 
PRONf 'He" 
1/ @ 8:CPp t l [sing] 
1/@9:CPpt2 
l/@ lO:CPpt3 
PUNcTf 'A.** ; 

Figure 29: ImpIementrition of Scbema #1 in VINCI. 

Noue of the phrases acted upon by our algorithm have a preposition in them but the category eXists 
nonetheiess because synonyms of  these phrases might include them, 



Chapter 6 

Analysis of Results 

6.1 Evaluathg the output 

Of the i i schemaîa, three (db, 7 and 8) were implemented, The Iexicon contained 36 

common phrases and 240 words (nouns, verbs, determiners, prepositions and adjectives) 

and fiom it 50 jokes were output: 34 fiom schema M b ,  7 h m  schema #7 and 9 fiom 

schema #8. Questionnaires asking people to evaiuate the puns were distributeci to 16 

volunteers (a sample questionnaire appears in appendix D)'. The jokes were graded on a 

scale from 1 to s2: 

1 : Not a joke. Does not d e  sense. 
2: Recognizably a joke but a pathetic one. 
3: OK. A joke you might teU a child. 
4: Quite good. 
5: ReaHy good. 

Table 25 shows examples of jokes that teceivecf these various scores. The average point 

score for ai l  the jokes was 2.81. In other words the jokes were, on average, better than 

pathetic but, according to the volunteers, not quite good enough to be enjoyed by a child. 

This statistic obscures the fact, however, that quite a number of good jokes were 

generated, For example, Figure 30 shows that nearly half of the jokes (22 out of 50) 

scored between 3-5. And Figure 3 1 reveals that a significant number of votes of 4 and 5 

were given. In retrospect, jokes might have received higher scores had they been heard 

One of the questionnaires was rejected because the person did not follow ihe instructions. 
2 This scale was created by mR94]. 



rather than read by the volunteers, Perfodg au oral evaluation of the jokes may be a 

better idea for future experirnents involving these b d s  of puas. 

1-19 2-23 44.0 
Range of average scores 

a 

b 

c 

d 

Figure 30: The average scores of the jokes. 7 j o b  d v c d  a score 
h m  0-1.9,21 fmm 2-U,16 from 3-33 aaâ 6 from 4-5. 

6.2 Improving the joke generator 

The different components of the generator - the lexicon, schemata and templates - affect 

the quaiity of the jokes output, The results of the experimnt suggest some simple ways 

the lexicon and schernata codd be changed to improve the j o b .  For instance the 

lexicon should not contain obscure words. Although al1 words deemed obscure were 

Table 2 5  Examples of j o b  with ditremnt scores. 

Score 

1-2 

2-3 

3 4  

4-5 

Jokes 

The butcher cornmirir a carelesmess. A gross negligeme- 

Joan visits a grave in the basement. A bicr cellar 

The diver joins a coalirim. A coral socieîy, 

A store-ùeeper boards a ship. A sale buut 

The sailor eams a diplorna A berth certflcate. 

27rejuvenile studies a wrirer, A rninor poet 

The pheusant brearhes oxygen Fowl  ai^. 

The sailor beurs a stress. Ber pressure- 



Number of votes 70 

60 

50 

1 2 3 4 5 
The Scores 

Figure 31: The number of votes per scort. 

removed from the lexicon during its creation (section 5.2.1), some words which were accepted 

proved to be unknown to many of the volunteers evaiuating the puns. For example a number of 

the volunteers judging the jokes did not know the meaning of "buss", "bief', and " p s s "  (as in a 

schema 6b 1 2.79 1 2.88 
l I I 

the scherna 

qualifier of weight). If puns with these words were discounted, the average score for s&ema 

average score of a 
joke genetated by 
the schema 

schema 7 

schema 8 

nses from 2.79 to 2.88, the score for schema #7 is unafcected because it did not make use of aoy 

average score of a joke generated by the 
schema if obscure words are not used by 
the generator 

of these words, and schema #ûTs score nses significantiy from 2.80 to 3.09 (schema #ûTs two 

Table 26: The average score of eîcb scheam a d  the average score ifobsciire words 
are mknd out 

2.94 

2.80 - 

worst rated puns are eiiminated). 

unaffected 

3.09 



Another drawback with the lexicon was chat some of the phrases in it were not really 

cornmon phrases and they tended to pmduce inferiour puns, For example phrases such as "great 

hole", "main force", "lone parent", and "bare tnith" are pairs of adjectives and nouns that can 

logically be grouped together, but they are not so intimately connecte. that they would be 

considered coUoquiai or idiomatic expressions- These phrases made it into the lexicon because 

when a homonym was lwked up in the dictionary, the fmt phrase to ocau in the entry for that 

homonym which fit our syntactic cnteria was picked- W e  assumed that a phrase that occurred in 

an entry for a word would be idiomatic but this was not always the case. 

It is important to use common phrases because a lot of the force of the HCPP joke depends 

on subverting the familiar: if the phrase is not really farniliar, undermining it has little impact. 

Thus choosing phrases more carefuliy would improve the puns. A more specialized dictionary 

containing only phrases which are idiomatic would simplify the selection. Partridge's Dictionary 

of Cliches[Pa62], Heuderson's Dicrionary ofEnglish Idioms[He56] and Wood's Etagfish 

Colloquial Idioms wo69] were consulted but many of the expressions in them do not have the 

syntax required by our program. A program on the web called Phrasefinder [PE;99] which takes a 

word as input and outputs phrases that make use of that word look like a promising source for 

future research once more entries for it have been supplied. But it too missed many of the 

cornmon phrases that a dictionary contains and so it was not used as a source. Therefore, if we 

were to conduct the expriment over again, the Oxford English dictionary would still act as the 

source for the phrases but an impartial hurnan judge would examine the resulting iist and be 

allowed to reject non idiomatic phrases. If this were done, significantly fewer bad puns would be 

generated. 

Another way of improving the generator would be to have it reject phrases which are simply 

not good candidates for punning. The p u s  derived from these phrases are not fumy, not so 

much because of a problem with individual schemata but because the general philosopby of using 



hornonymy as a logicai mechanism for creating script opposition cannot always be reiied upon. 

One is depending on the vagaries of chance - the accidental bcinging together of two ideas and 

sometimes those ideas clash semantically. Therefore a filtering mechanism should be constructed 

which could discem semantic discord between words and reject them as candidates for puns. 

Iniplementhg this fdter wouid be straightfonvard in VINCI: words would be given attributes 

(such as "'edibie", "animate", "abstract*' etc.) and the union of words with ctashing attributes 

would be prohibited. Deciding on wùich attributes clash, however, is not so straightforward. For 

instance, Binsted argues that constructed phrases containing abstract nouns should be disailowed 

because they "do not evoke strong images the way more concrete wotds do" @R94,2q. It is true 

that some of these phrases seem ixnpossibly hard to pun with: even a human k i n g  would have 

trouble finding a context in which one of our phrases "mane force" makes some kind of sense. 

But we do not agree that aii phrases with abstract words should be rejected. Some of out best 

puns (see puas 8, 18,39 and 47 in appendix E) containeci a phrase with an absttrrct and concrete 

noun, (In fact the worst performing puns containeci concrete compound noun phrases such as 

"grate hole", "base clef *, "hole grain", "pail person" , "male bag" and "bass camp''). Thus a 

filtering method more sophisticated than the indiscriminate rejection of constructed phrases with 

abstract nouns seems warranted. Section 7.3 outlines a semantic network and attribute system 

which could be used to find points of similarity between words and if none were found, would 

allow us to more confidently assert that the words are indeed too dissimiiar to be joined together 

in a pun. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

Attardo and Rstskin's theory of hmnouf was extetlded ushg concepts fmm Binsted. 

These uisights helped us devise schemata for a particular icind of pun which we cal1 the 

HCPP- A lexicon was then hand built with the foliowing resources: 

a list of homonyms 

a dictionary 

volunteers 

The schemata for generating the puns were implemented as gtammars which were 

executed by VINCI, a naturai language genemtor. Using these grammars and the lexicon, 

VINCI generated 50 puns (listed in appendix A) and volunteers were asked to judge their 

quaiity on a scale of 1 to 5. A significant number of them (22/50) received an average 

score from 3 to 5 and some slight changes mentioned in section 6.2 wodd improve the 

results M e r .  

7.2 Possible extedons and improvements 

Upon looking at the results, methods of adding variety to the kinds of puns output 

became apparent, For instance Figure 32 represents a schema based on schema 6b. The 

dotted lïne in Figure 32 marks the only difference to the schema and the template has 

been dtered so that two sentences are output (rather than the sentence and sentence 



fragment output by the original schema). Iu this new schema, the same connection exists 

between the pivot ("dire") and the target ("textile worker") but the pivot sentence's verb 

("fulfis") and the second word in the common phrase ("need") relate to the adjective in 

the target sentence. These kinds of p m s  add variety to the generator because they have a 

different stmcture and rhythm and make use of different relations between wo&- Thus 

in addition to the kinds of puns output in our experiment, (27a) and (27b), (27c) and 

(27d) could be produced. Variety is important because people tire of hearing the same 

kind of pun with the same sentence structure. For this sarne reason, it woald also be 

usehl to implernent the other schernata 1-5,6a, 9, 10 described in section 4.7. 

Another way of irnproving the output of the generator would be to find deeper and 

subtier connections between the pivot sentence and the target sentence. A nethoci for 

doing this is discussed in the next section which outlines what the next g e n e d o n  of an 

HCPP joke-generator should look like. 

1 a 1 The texîiie workerfitrfi1i.s a requiremenii A dyer 1 A pun output by schema 6b. 1 
-. 

-b . 

c 

Table 27: Puas output by 6b and by a variatio11 d i t .  

d 

7.3 The next generation 

We envision that the next generation of the HCPP generatot will find deeper, more 

varied and subtler connections between words in a more sophisticated semantic network. 

The schemata would investigate how words in the 'Yake" phrase (for example "dyer" and 

"need" in the constructed phrase "dyer need'') might relate in their respective contexts. 

need 
The gnuiy  speaks a ven'ly. A bear ftuth. 
The textile worker is us@L Hefir@iIs a dyer 

A pun output by schema 6b. 
A possible pun output by a new 

need 
The grizzly is honesr. He  speaks the bear tath. 

schema based on 6b. 
1 

A possible pun output by a new 
schema b a d  on 6b. 



TempIate for variation on Scherna #6b 
"Lhe*'aounB> 3s" eadjectïvc> ''-" 

"He" cverbb ( a h }  aiounA> aiounCSb-" 

Figure 32: A variation of schema 6b which cùns to hpmve î k  rôythm OC îhe tCllJw piiir ud to -te a subUer 
context for the puncbline. Possible puns wtput by this srhtrm ut: '@î'k ttlttlle warltu is iwlhl He C d 6 b  8 dyer neaï", 
"The grizzIy is homst He qeab the ôear tcuthm. 'The knight is -y. He icq9ircr drwl o d v ,  "The prie is 
respousible. H e  ptevents an idd rumDlun. 

The idea of primitive concepts plays a central role in the creation of this more 

sophisticated semantic network. 



Primitive concepts 

The notion of primitive concepts is important for artificial generation of humour and for 

computationai linguistics in generai. Most linguists agree that ideas are unôerstood in 

terms of each other. A word's definition points to other words and these wotds' 

definitions in turn depend on the meaning of other words. La other words, words act Like 

metaphors of each other. Some iinguists argue, however, tbat al1 words cannot simply be 

pointers to other words because how then would any of them have meaning? They 

postulate that this regession does not proceed infinitely because there is a set of 

primitive concepts that are somehow "understood dicectly, without metaphor" (Lakoff, 

56). 

Ln Semantic Structures [Ja90], Ray Jackendoff draws an analogy between syntax and 

semantics to defend this idea that primitives fonn a foundation for human beings' 

understanding of words. He argues that just as an infinite number of sentences are 

formed fiom a fuiite set of words and rules for combining these words, so too an infmite 

number of concepts must be generated from a finite set of concepts and des  of 

combination. A person does not have an infinite List of every possible syntactic structure 

encoded in her brain yet she can with imate and Iearned rules she possesses, produce an 

in fmi te variety of sentence structures. Equally, Jackendoff argues that an infinite number 

of concepts exist which are not stored within the narrow compass of our fmite brains but 

instead "must be generated on the basis of a finite set of principles of combination" 

[JagO, 93. 

A semantic network expressing ideas in tenns of their primitive components would 

be very useful for natural language understanding and generation because deep 

connections between words would be captured - even between seemingly disparate 

words- For example, the kind of semantic networit: we visu* would possess links 



between the following verbs: "run", ''buttefl, "'drive", "drink", "swim", "stop" and 

"pocket". On the surface, many of these actions seem quite unrelated but an idea uniting 

them al1 is the primitive concept of GO [Ja90]. It is obvious how the words "nid', 

"drive" and "swim" express this idea but not so evident how the others do: ''drink" 

contains the idea of a liquid GOkg from a receptacle to a mouth, "pocket" means 

something GOing from somewhere into a pocket, and stop can be defmeâ as not GO. 

In regards to our pun generator, if ideas were expressed in terms of their primitive 

components, their cornmonalties and differences would be more clearly defineci- And so 

fmding the connection between two often quite different ideas bmught together by the 

accident of homonymy would be facilitateci, 

a 1 n e  texrile workerfirljïiis a rrquirement. A dyer 1 A pun output by the pnsent 

b 

c 

need 
The factory hires more employees. There is a dyer 

d 

1 cellar. 1 generator. 

Table 28: Puns output by tbe present generrrtor ami ria improved gentrator. 

generator. 
A pun output by an improved 

need 
The facrory fires employees. There is na dyer 

e 

Take for example "dyer need", one of the fake phrases constnicted by schema 6b in our 

experiment. The two ideas forced together here are "dyer" and "need" and a simple 

context rnerging them was created in pun (28a). A subtier and more sophisticated 

context couId be found, however, with the proposed semantic aetwodc which, like our 

present lexicon, makes use of various relations and attributes but adds the feature of 

primitives. It is interesting to note that associating primitive concepts with a word could 

be accomplished using VINCI'S attribute system. High-level attributes (such as 

generator. 
ditio above. 

need 
Joan visits a grave in the basement. A bier celhr. A pun output by the present 

The fitneral home has a basement. It is a bier 
generator. 
A pun output by an improved 



"employer" in Figure 33) codd continue to exist but primitive concepts (such as 

"buiIding" and "want" in Figure 33) would also be ascribed to words as attributes. 

Figure 33 represents a sample of our proposed network and demonstrates one way 

the idea of "need" migbt manifest itself in the world of a "dyer". The network shows thaî 

the word "need" contains the primitive idea of "want" in it. The network also contains 

information that a dyer can be an "employee" who works for an "employer". Employees 

and employers have different relations to each other, one of which is that an employer 

"hires" ernpIoyees. And one of the primitive ideas inherent in the idea of b'hiring" is 

"wanting": an employer "hires" an employee because it "wants" that petson or it ''fks" 

an employee if it no longer "wants" that person- In this way a subtle and realistic relation 

between "need" and "dyer" would be found in the knowledge base and the resulting pun 

(28b or c) would be an improvement of (28a), the pun generated in our experiment. In 

the same way, 28(d) could be improved to 28(e) if a semantic network with primitive 

concepts were used (see Figure 34). 

It would be difficult to determine how to carve up the worid into categories of things and 

actions and decide which ideas are And it would be an arduous task to decompose 

concepts into their primitive components but not impossible, In f a t  some thesaunises aiready 

have the kind of structure we envision for our semantic database: words are grouped together 

around a core idea (which could be thought of as a primitive idea). The only real difference 

between Our network and this kind of thesaurus would be that the cote ideas in our semantic 

- -- 

' For example at the beginning of his book Jackendoff chooses CAUSE to be a primitive but ben argues 
later that this idea is not in fact primitive but should be decomposcd fiather [Ja90, 13 11. He states that a 
success parameter needs to be added in order to distinguish between cases when the application of some 
causative force is successfiil and when the result is undeteminai. For example 'm fotced Sam to go 
away" (successful outcome) and ''Hamy pressured Sam to go away" (unâetermined outcome). In this way a 
Iinguist's search for primitive concepts could be compared to the expetience of generations of physical 
scientists who have exploreci the structure of the atom: theu notions of what is indivisible are frcquently 
challenged, 



database would be at a more primitive level and so more words not nonnally associated with 

each other would be linked together via primitive concepts- For example the wotds "%ire" and 

"need" would be connected in our network via the primitive concept "want" but are not 

associated with each other in a regular thesaurus- However some core ideas appearing in Roget's 

Thesaurus [Ch921 could, as they stand, be classified as primitive concepts, For example one of 

these ideas or categories is "impairment", a concept which pervades many different contexts. 

Some of the adjectives listed in the entry for this idea are: 

1. injured, hurt, harmed 

2. broken, chipped, shattered, in pieces, in shatds 

3- handicapped, maimed, limping 

4. ragged, tattered, tom 

5. depressed, frazzIed, languishing, piaing. 

Within a general category, the thesaunis groups adjectives together into these kinds of 

semantically related clusters. Our network would contain these groups and attributes would be 

assigned to them to describe the kinds of nouns they can modw. For instance, lis& 1.3, and 5 

apply to animate objects (5 particuiarly to people), list 2 to breakable objects, and list 4 to things 

made out of matenal such as clothing. In this way deep and metaphorical connections between 

seemingly different ideas such as "broken" and " depressed" or "chipped" and ''maimed" are 

captured and made available to our joke generator. The generator would find subtler connections 

between the pivot sentencdphrase and the target sentence, and better puns would be forrned. For 

instance schema #9 (section 4.2) could be implemenkd and would yield jobs  such as "John 

sees a depressed deer. It is a broken hart"- 



1 empioyer 1 

for 

factory( loya; building) T 

Figure 33: Part of the upgradd semantic nchark Tûc words in Qrda a m  primithn concepts. The 
d t i n g  puiu dght k (ZSb) d (2%)- 

1 funcral bom (employer; building) 1 

Figure 34: Part of the upgdeà -tic network. A pan d t h g  h m  cLh caight k 
me) .  

7.4 Conclusion 

nie goais ouflined in section 1 have been accomplished. Specifically we found some of 

the links that a lexical database wiii need to possess to generate a certain Lind of pun and 



we buiit a srnall database to hold these relations (goals 1 and 3). We created 10 schemata 

and templates for generating this type of pun and implemented three of hem in VINCI, a 

natural language generator (goals 2 and 4). From these tbree implemented algorithms, 50 

puns were computationally generated and then evaluated by a number of volunteers. 

Obvious ways of improving the output were suggested in chapter 6 and an extensive 

improvement was discussed in section 7.3. 

We anaiyzed humour in detail because our goal was to discover f o d a s  for creating 

puns and to implement rhem into a program which could generate jokes. We were 

successful in showïng that recognizable jokes can be generated by a cornputer - that they 

obey a type of grammat - and so we punctured some of the mystique sumunding 

humour. 

We discovered certain relations between words that are useful for joke generation 

(for example: per-or-animal, synonym, prep-assoc, homonym, act-verb etc.) and thus 

for natural ianguage generation in general. ID other words we have shown some of the 

semantic links that will have to appear in the enonnously complex semantic network that 

we think needs to be constructed for truly automated generation and understanding of 

natural language. 

Building HCPPs involved trying to combine two often very disparate ideas into a 

single sentence. Attempting to do this revealed the complexity of creating coherent 

sentences. We found that attributes are an effective way of enforcing semantic coherence 

and we introduced the idea of primitive ideas which can be regarûed as special kinds of 

attributes. A semantic network containhg primitive concepts and wocds' relations to 

them would act as a powerful resource for generating more sophisticated jokes and for 

nahual language generation in generaI. 
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Appendix A - The lexicon, morphology d e s ,  
attributes and terminais. 

The lexicon 

en-" 1-1 I I#ll I 
"idle rumour" ~ C P  
"lone parent" ~ C P  
"main force" 1 CP 1 
"major 
surgery" 1 CP 1 [ 1 #l 
"minor poet " 1 CP 1 
" naval ship " 1 CP ( 
"pale personn 1 CP 



"acquire'I~I~umberI 1531 I"acquiremI lsyn:'takem/~I 
"airNI~lplur, have1 1#711nair'Ihomonyrn: 
"heirn/N(syn:'oxygen"/~(linact-verb:'breathen/~I 
nantnI~I~umberl($2(11homonym: "auntn/~I 
'arrive atn[vl~umberl l$211narrive 
atnI l s y n : " r e a ~ h ~ / ~ l ~ a r r i v e ~ ( ~ a t ~ ~  
nauntnI~I~umberl IS2I I'auntnIhomonym: 
naritn/~Isyn:nrelationn/~Iper-or_anhl: 
Nrelation"/~Iinact-verb:wvisitn/~~ 
"bagnlNINumber, 
have, location( 1$2 1 1 "bagn 1 1 syn: 'çacka /NI 1 inact-verb: 
"carry"/~Iprep-assoc:~in~/~~~~I 
"bankernI~~~umber[1$21('bankerRl 
"barenl~III#lI(Ihornonym: "bearm/~I 
"barrennl~I(I#ll(Ihornonym:   baron'/^( 
"baronnI~(Number(1$21 IabaronWIhomonym: 
"barrenn/~Isyn:"lord'/~Iper-or-ainial: 'lordW/NI 
'baseball playernI~INumberl l$10I I I  1 ~wbaseballwIwplayermI 
"basenINI~umber. locationl[$21 l'basenIhomonym: 
N b a s s n / ~ ~ s y n : ~ s t a t i o n n / ~ ~ p e r ~ o r ~ a n ~ l :  'baseball 
playern/NI Iprep-assoc: "O~'/PREP( 
"basementnININumber, location1 I$21 I'basementnI 
"bassnl~I~umberl f $ 5 1  I"bassnlhomonym: 
"basen / N I  syn: "vocalist /~~per_or-&imal: 'vocalistn /NI  1 inact-verb: 
"hearW/v1 



"bierul~INumber, locationl l$2I lmbier~homonym: 
"beerm/~lsyn:"grave"/Nlper-or-hl: .grave- 
d i g g e r m / ~ ~ i n a c t ~ v e r b : m v i s i t n / ~ ~ p r e p ~ a s s o c : n ~ m / ~ ~ ~ ~ (  
"birth" l~l~umberl I$2I 1 lhomonym: "berthm/NI 
"berthn)NINunber, 
location1 I$4l 1 *berthm ~hom~nyrn:~birth~/~~syn:~bunk~/~~per-or-a~ima 
l:"sailorn/~l lprep,aççoc:ninm/~~~~l 
'boardnlvlNumberl 1$31 I"boardmI 1syn:'get in*/~I 
"boardwalkn lNINumber, locationl \$SI lmboardwaIknI 
'boatn(~I~umber, have, 
location1 I$2I Inboat'I 1syn:"shipn/~I Iinact-verb: 
nboard"/~lprep-assoc:"~nm/~FtE~I 
"boothn(~I~umber, locationl($2l lnboothq 
"breathenI~I~umberl 1531 Inbreathe'I I~yn:~inhale~/~I 
n b u n k " l ~ l ~ u m b ~ ,  IocationllSSl lmbunknI 
"burrownl~I~umber~ l$2l["burrow*l 
" b u s n ~ ~ ~ ~ u m b e r ~ ~ $ 4 ~ ~ ~ h o m o n y m :  *bussm/~I 
"buss" l~l~umberl ~41["bussn~homonyrn: 
nbusn/~~syn:npeckn/~~per~~r-animal: 
nlovex~/~~inact-verb:'give'/VI 
"butchernl~I~umberf ~21["butchernl 
"camp" I~INumber, have, 
location1 152) lncamp"I I~yn:~settlement~/~I Iinact-verb: 'arrive 
atn/~lprep-assoc:"atm/~~~~I 
"capturenl~INumberl l$31 I"~apture"(lsyn:~catch./VI 
"caroln(~INumber~ I$21 llhomonym: "carrelm/~1 
"carrelNINI~umber, location1 l$4l lmcarrelm~homonym: 
ncaroln/~~syn:nboothn/~~per-~r-animal: "studentm/Nl lprep-assoc: 
"~~"/PREPI 
"carelessness" lNI~umberl 1$21 1 "carelessnessmI 
"carryml~[Numberl 1$6[Imcarry"/ 1syn:"holdn/~I 
"cellarn /~(Number, 
have,location( l$21 ln~eIIarA 1 [syn:"basementm/~l linact-verb: 
"enter"/~~prep-assoc:~in"/~~~~~ 
"certificaten(N(Number, 
have1 1521 I"certificatenI Isyn:"diplomaw/~IIinact-verb: 'earnn/~I 
"coraln l~INumberl l$2I 1 "coral~homonym: 
"choraln/~lsyn: (per-or-dtlimal: "divern/~( 
"cerealn lNI~umberl 1$21 1 "cerealmlhomonym: 
nserialn/~lsyn:lper-~r-animal: "housewifeR/~( 
"charmnl~lNumber[ [ $ 3 I  lncharxnmI 
" c h h e y  sweepn lNINumberl l$lOI 1 1  1 lmchimney'l"çweepm1 
"choralnl~I 11#11 1 Ihomonym: "coralw/~I 
'cleaner" (~(~umberl 1$2 ( ( 'cleanern [ 
'clefml~I~umberl I$ZI Inclef" 1 I~yn:~rnusical signw/NI linact-verb: 
"look atn/vI 
"climbnI~I~umberl 1531 ~wclimbn~Isyn:'scaïem/~I 
"cultivateWI~I~umberl 1531 ~'~ultivate~~~syn:~develop~/~~ 
'coalitionn l~l~umberl 1521 1 'coalitionmI 
"commitnl~INumberl [ $ 3 ~ I m c o ~ t m l l s y n : ' m / ~ ~  
"decreaseU IvINumborl 1831 ("decreasen 1 I~yn:~alleviate~/~I 
" d o c k n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e r ~ ~ $ 2 [ ~ ~ h o r n o n y m :  "docm/~I 



"docnININumberl l$21 l"doc~hornonym: 
udockm/~~syn:nsurgeonn/~(per~or~an~l:msurgeonm/~~inact~verb:mvi 
sitn/vl 
"dignI~INumber11$31 I'digmI l~yn:~excavate~/~I 
ndiplomanl~l~umberl l$2[l"diploma"l 
ndirenl~DJl Il#1I IIhomonym: 'dyerm/~( 
"discon(~(~umber, locationl l$2l lmdiscon~ 
"divernI~INumberl l$2l l"diverml 
'dualnI~(j[#ll I(homonym: "duelm/~I 
"duelnl~INwiberl l$2l I"due1~homonym: 
ndualm/~Isyp:nnlper-or-ariimal: wknightw/~I 
"dyern(~I~umberl I$211wdyer~Ihomonym: Udirem/~lsyn:mtextile 
~orker~/~lper-or-mimal:~tex.tile workern/NI 
"earnnI~!Nimiberl 1$311nearnuI l~yn:~acquire~/~I 
"enemy"[~I~tnber, haveIIS71 l"en~"~~syn:"foen/~~IU1act-verb: 
"hate" / V I  
nenergyn l~lplurl B7l lnenergyn 1 
"entern(~(Number[1$21 ImentermI 1syn:'go inm/vI 
"erectnI~lNumber11$21 I*ere~t'IIsyn:~build~/~I 
"exotic dancernl~I~umberll$lOIII IImexoticwlwdancerm( 
"fathernlNINumberl 1$2l lufatherml 
"fairynIN(Numberl($41 I(homonym: 'ferrym[ 
"ferryn ININumber.locationI 1541 l'ferrymIhomonym:mfairyn/~Isyn:mboa 
tn/Nlper-or_animal:"sailorn/~I Iprep-assoc: 'onm/PRE~I 
'first bornnlNINumberl l$lOlI / 1 lmfirstmlabornnl 
wfoe"l~I~umberl [$2l lnfoe"l 
"force"l~INumberl1$21 InforcenI Isyn:'energym/~l Iinact-verb: 
"harnessn/~I 
nfoulnlADJ[ll#ll llhomonym: "fowlm/~I 
"fow1"lNINumberl I$2l lnfowln~homonym: 
' f ~ u l ~ / n h ~ I s y n : ~ p h e a s a n t ~ / ~ [ p e r - o r _ a n h l :  'pheasantU/~I 
nfulfilnl~lNumberl l$3l l"fu1fil"l l~yn:~satisfy~/vl 
"gardennlN(Number, locationl l$21 Iugarden"l 
ngeneralnl~I~umber/ l$2l lngeneralml 
"givenlvl~Umberl l$31 lngiveml 
"go tonl~IP?umberl[#11 1 1  ~ ~ y n : ~ v i s i t ~ g o ~ t o ~ ~  
ngodmother"l~INumber, 
have1 1$21 Ingodmother'IIsyri:mrelation'/~I[inact-verb: mvisita/~I 
"gossipnlNlp1url 1x71 Ingossipwl 
"grainm[NI~umber, have[l$2(lmgrainul I~yn:~seed"/~(Iinact-verb: 
"p1antn/vI 
"graten/NINumberl 1$21 Imgratemlhomonym: 
ngreatn/~Isyn:ndlper-or-aniraaï: 'cbimney sweepn/~I 
ngrave"I~I~umber, locationl 1$211ngravewl 
"grave-diggern I~I~umberl l$lO 1 1 1 1 1 "gravem 1 mdiggerw 1 
"greatnI~lll#lillhornonym: "gratem/NI 
"grizzlyn lN[Numberl lS7ll"grizzly"t 
"grosslnlADJII ~#7(~ngrossn~homonym: "grossSU/~i 
"gross2"1~I~umberl l$7l ~ m g r ~ ~ s m ~ h o m o n y m :  
~ g r o s ~ l ~ / A D . T ~ s y n : ~ ~  lper-or-animal: "butchern/~I 
"harnessnI~I~umberl ~ $ 4 ~ ~ m h arnessm(~syn:musen/~~ 
"hatenlvINumberl 1$3l Inhateml Isyn:"despisem/vl 
"havenlvINumberl l$91 Inhaveml 
"hear"~~I~umbarl1$31I~hear"~lsyn:~listen t o U / ~ I  





"minor2'I~I~umberl I$2I ImminormIhomonym: 
'minorln/~)syn:'juvenilew/~~per~or_animal: ajuvenilem/~I 
"rnound"~~I~umber, locationl l$2l lumound"I 
"murderermINI~umberl I$2I ImmurderermI 
"musical s i g n ' ~ ~ ~ ~ u m b e r ~ ~ $ 1 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' m u s i c a ~ " ~ ~ s i g n ~ ~  
" n a v a l n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ # 1 ~ ~ ~ h o m o n ~ :  "navelm/NI 
'navelnINI~umber11$21 Innavelnlhomonym: 
"barren"/~~~Is~:~'~per-or_animal: "exotic danceru/~I 
"needn lN[Number, 
have1 1$3 1 1  "need" 1 Isyn:*requirernentm/~I Iinact-verb: 'fulfilm/~I 
"negligenceu I~I~umberl 1521 InnegiigencemI ~~yn:~carelessness~/~)~in 
act-verb: "commitW/~I 
"nightnI~[~umberlI$2111homonym: "knighta/NI 
"operation" l~I~urnberll$2l lmoperationq 
' ' 0~y9= '  I~bl-1152 1 I =oxygan l 
"ownership" I~INumber, 
have[)$21 l"ownershipmi I~yn:~possession"/: 
"acquiren/vI 
"pa1enlADJl ll#ll[lhomonym: mpail'/~I 
"pailnl~INumberll$21 ~pail~homonym: 
" p a l e " / ~ ~ ~ l s y n : " ~  lper-or-animal: *cleanerw/~I 
"parent" lNI~umber, 
have1($21 I"parent"l(~yn:~father"/~Ilinact-verb: "listen toW/vI 
"pecknI~I~umber(1$21 Inpeckml 
"peernlN(Number1 l$21 Hhomonyrn: "pier"/~I 
"piernlN(Number, location(($4(("pier"~homonym: 
"peerm/~Isyn:'boardwalkw/~~per-or-aa-1: "sailorm/~( Iprep-assoc: 
"O~"/PREP~ 
"perfom"(~I~umber1 [$3(1nperfomn~(syn:'do"/~[ 
"personn ININumberl l$2l ["personml lsyn:"individualu/~~ linact-verb: 
"love"/~I 
"pheasantn(N(NurnberI I$2I Inpheasantwl 
"plantn I~INumberl I$3I Inplant"I lsyn:"cultivatem/~[ 
"poetnlNI~umberl l$2l I"poetmI [~yn:~writerV~l linact-verb: 
"studyn/~( 
"ponyNINI~umberl l$71 Pponyml 
" p o s s e s s i o n r n ~ ~ ~ ~ e r l  I$21 ~upossession"~ 
"pressure"ININumberI 1$21 Iupressure'I ~syn:"stress~/~((inact~verb: 
"bear" / V I  
"preventnl~l~umberl 1531 1"prevantnI Isyn:"stopm/~I 
"priestnI~INumberl 1521 Inpriest"i 
"regionnI~INumberl 1521 Inregion"I 
"relationnININumberI I$2I I"relationwI 
"requirementml~l~umberI 1$211 "requirexnentWI 
n ~ o u x n l ~ [ ~ u m b e r l  1-1  lnrumourml l ~ y n : ~ g o s s i p / ~  inactverb: 
" prevent " /V 1 
"sacknl~INumber, locationl [$LI Insack"l 
"sai1"l~I~umberl l$2K lhomonym: "sale"/~I 
"sailornI~INurnberl 1521 ImsailoraI 
"salenININumber11$21 ~msalewIhomonym: 
"sailn/~lsyn:"bazaar'/~lper-orranimal: "store- 
keepern/Nlinact-verb:'have"/VI 
"sandbanknI~I~umber, location1 1$21 InsandbankmI 
"seedni~l~umberll$21 l"çeedml 



"serialnIADJI II#lI 1 lhomonym: 'cerealw/NI 
'settlementnIN(~umber, location1 1521 Imsettlementw[ 
"shelter" ININumber, have, 
location1 I$2I Inshelter'I Isyn:'homem/~I Iinact-verb: 
uerectn/~~prep-assoc:'in'/~~~~~ 
"shipW I~INumber, location, 
have1 IS21 Inshipnl Isyn:'boatm/~I Iinact-verb: 'boardn/~lprep-assoc: 
"O~"/PREP~ 
"shrubmI~INumberI I$2I Iwshrubwl 
nsingingn~~~plur~~$2~~'singing'~~syn:'wailing'/~~~inact-verb: 
"hea.rU/~I 
" social w 
" societyn 
have 1 1$7 1 
" speak" 1 v 
" stationn 

have 1 1 $7 1 " surgery' 1 1 syn: " operation" /N 1 ( inact-verb: 'perf ormw /V 1 
"treenlNINumber, location, 
have1 I$2I ~"tree"~~~yn:~shrub~/~~~inact-verb: 'plant'/vI 
"truthUI~INumber, have1 1$2(['truthnI (syn:"veritym/~I Iinact-verb: 
"speak"/~I 
"textile workernl~l~umberll$lO1 I I  1 l'textile'I'workermI 
"usenI~(~umber11$31 I'usenI Isyn:"practisen/~I 
"verityUl~[Numberl I$7I ImverityuI 
nvisitu~~~~umber~~$3~~mvisitm(~syn:'meet withm/v[ 
"vocal chord'l~l~umberl I$10I I'vocalmInchordmI 
'vocalist" I~INuniberl 1$21 InvocalistmI 
"voicen I~l~umber, have1 1521 l'voiceuI Isyn:'vocal 
chordn/N( Iinact-verb: o us en/^( 
"wailingn I~lplurl I$2I Inwailing'I 
uwholenI~~II[#l~Ilhomonym: mholem/~I 
nwriternI~(~umberl($21(nwriternI 
"yardnl~INumber, have, 
location1 ($21 l'yardn 1 Isyn:'gardenm/~I Iinact-verb: 
*dign/~lprep-assoc:ninm/~~~~I 



Morphology Rules 

{Some morphology rufes for nouns and verbs) 

{Nouns like "book" whose plural forms require an " s W )  
sing : #7; 
plur : #7 + "s"; 
% 

rule 3 
{Verbs like "runm, 3rd person present} 
sing : #7 + "sn; 
plur : #7; 
% 

rule 4 
{Verbs like atrespassn become "trespassesw) 
sing : #7 + "esn; 
p l u  : #7; 
% 

rule 5 
{Nouns like "busn become "busesm} 
sing : #7; 
plur : #7 + "esu; 
% 

rule 6 
{Verbs like "study" become mstudiesm} 
sing : #7-+"iesm; 
p l u  : #7; 
% 

rule 7 
{Nouns like "surgery" become "surgeriesm) 



sing : #7; 
p l u  : #7-+"iesu; 
% 

rule 8 
{For two word verb phrase like 'listen tom become 'listas tom 

w h e n  3rd person sing) 
sing : #10 + "s" + #il; 
p l u  : #10 + #Il; 
% 

rule 9 
{For verbs like "have" become "hasm for 3rd person shg)  
sing : #7--+*su; 
p l u  : #7; 
% 

rule 10 
{For cornpound nouns like "charley horsem become "charley horsesa) 
sing : #l; 
p l u  : #10 + #il + "s"; 
% 



Attributes 
Number ( s ing , plur) 
Semantics {location, have) 
% 

CP 
N 
v 
ADJ 
ART 
PUNCT 
PROP 
PRON 
PREZ 



Appendix B - The implemented schemata 

{This is dgorithm 6b which deals with adj-noun or noun-nom cps 
-the adjective or the tint noua is the homonym 
1 

ROOT = MAKEPIVOT: BASE % 

MAKEPIVOT = TRANSFORMATION 

CP: 
ARTr'Then ( m e 1  
1/@ 1 1 :CPpt4/@ 8:homonym/@ l0:per-or-animal[singJ (diver) 
l/@ 13:CPpt61@ 1 1 :inact-verb[sing] uoins) 
ARTfla" (a) 
1/@ 13:CPpt6/@9:syn (coalition ) 
PUNCIT"'." { - 1 

(This is algorithm 7 which deals with adj-noun or noun-noun cps 
-the adjective or the € n t  noun has a noua homonym which is a 
location. } 

ROOT = MAKEPNOT: BASE % 

MAKEPWOT = TRANSFORMATION 

CP: 
PROPf 'John" 
l/@ 13:CPpt6/@ 1 1 :inact-verb[sing] 
ARTî'a" 
l/@ l3:CPpt6/@9:syn 
l/@ I 2:CPptS/@ 8:homonym/@ 12:prep-assoc 
ART/" the" 
II@ I2:~pt5/@8:homonym/@9:syn[location] 
PUNcTr'"." 
ARTî'A 
I /@ 12:CPpt5/@8:homonym 
Il@ 13:CPpt6 



(This is algorithm 8 which de& wiîh adj-noun or noun-aoun cps 
-the adjective or the h t  noun has a noun homonym. The last 
word in the phrase is a Iocation. } 

BASE = CP % 

ROOT = MAKEPNOT: BASE % 

MAKEPIVOT = TRANSFORMATION 

CP: 
PROP/" Joan" 
l/@ 12:CPpt5/@8:homonym/@ 1 1 :ïnact-verb[sïng] 
ART/" a" 
l/@ 12:CPpt5/@8:homonym/@9:syn 
l/@ 13:CPpt6/@ l2:prep-assoc 
ARTPthe" 
1/63 13:CPpt6/@9:syn[location] 
PuNCTrmn." 
ARTr' A" 
1/@ 12:CPpt5/@8:homonym 
1/@ 13:CPpt6 
PuNCTr' A." 

% 



Appendix C - The generated jokes 

6b iokes: 

The lord cultivates a region, A baron land, 
The grizzly speaks a verity, A bear tath. 
The housewife captures a rnurderer- A cereal killer. 
The diver joins a coalition, A coral society. 
The textile worker fulfils a requirement. A dyer need, 
The knight acquires a possession, A duel ownership. 
The pheasant breathes oxygen. Fowl air. 
The butcher commits a carelessness- A gtoss aegligence. 
The chirnney-sweep digs a bumw. A grate hok- 
The pony uses a vocal chord- A horse voice. 
The miner plants a seed. A hole grain- 
The social worker hates a foe. A hostel enemy. 
The priest prevents a gossip. An idof nimour. 
The banker iistens to a father- A loan parent- 
The lion harnesses energy, Mane force- 
The general performs an opecation. A major surgery. 
The juvenile studies a writer- A minor pet. 
The exotic dancer boards a boat. A navel ship. 
The cleaner loves an individual. A pail person. 
The baseball player looks at a musical sign. A base clef. 
The lifeguard plants a shmb. A beach tree. 
The saiior eams a diploma A berth certificate. 
The student hem wailing. Carrel sînging- 
The sailor visits a relation. A ferry godmother. 
The sailor bars  stress. Pier pressure, 
The fmt born carries a sack. A heu bag. 
The relation climbs a mound- An aunt Ml. 
The vocalist arrives at a senlement. A bass camp. 
The grave digger enters a basement. A bier cellar. 
The lover erects a home. A buss shelter- 
The surgeon digs a garden. A doc yard. 
The hero goes to a disco. A knight club. 
The man carries a sack. A male bag. 
The store keeper boards a ship. A sale boat. 

Algonthm #7 
Joan hates a foe in the hotel. A hostel enemy- 
Joan looks at a musical sign on the station. A base clef. 
Joan plants a shtub on the sandbank A beach tree. 
Joan eams a diploma in the bunk. A berth certificate. 
Joan hem wailing in the booth. Carrel singing. 
Joan visits a relation on the boat. A ferry godmother. 
Joan bears stress on the boardwalk. Pier pressure. 



Algonthm #8 
Joan mames a first bom in the sack. A heu bag. 
Joan visits a relation on the mound. An aunt W. 
Joan hem a vocalist at the settiement, A bass camp. 
Joan visits a grave in the basement- A bier cellar. 
Joan gives a peck in the home, A buss shelter. 
Joan visits a surgeon in the garden. A doc yard. 
Joan kisses a hero at the disco, A knight club. 
Joan channs a man in the sack- A male bag. 
Joan has a bazaar on the ship. A sale boat. 



Appendix D - A sample questionnaire 

Please rate the foilowing using this scale: 

1. Not a joke, Does not make sense. 
2. Recognizably a joke but a pathetic one. 
3, OK. A child mîght like it. 
4. Quite go&. 
5. Really good. 

1. The tord cultivates a region- A baron rand. 

2. Joan hates a foe in the hotel. A hostel enemy. 

3. The grizzly speaks a verity. A bear tmth. 

4. Joan looks at a musical sign on the station. A base clef. 

5. The housewife captures a murderer. A cereai kiiier. 

6. The diver joins a coalition. A coral society. 

7. Joan plants a shmb on the sandbank. A beach tree. 

8. The textile worker fuifils a requirernent. A dyer need. 

9. Joan earns a diplorna in the bunk. A berth cectificate. 

10. The knight acquires a possession. A duel ownership. 

1 1. The pheasant breathes oxygen. Fowl air. 

12. Joan hears wailing in a booth. Carrel singing. 

13. The butcher commits a carelessness. A gross negligence. 

14. The chimney-sweep digs a burrow. A grate hole. 

15. Joan visits a relation on the boat. A ferry godmother. 

16. The pony uses a vocal chord. A horse voice, 

17. The miner plants a seed. A hole grain. 

18. Joan bears stress on the boardwalk. Pier pressure. 



19. The social worker hates a foe. A hostel enemy- 

20. The priest prevents gossip- An id01 nunor. 

2 1. Joan &es a fitst born in the sack An k i r  bag. 

22, The banker listens to a father. A loan parent. 

23. The lion hamesses energy. Mane force. 

24. The general perfonas an operation. A major surgerry. 

25. The juvenile studies a writer- A rninor poet- 



Please rate the following using this scaie: 

1. Not ajoke. Does not make sense. 
2. A joke but a pathetic one. 
3. OK. A child might like it. 
4. Quite good, 
5. Redygood- 

1. The exotic dancer boards a boat- A navel ship. 

2. Joan visits a relation on the mound. An aunt hiil. 

3. The cleaner loves an individual. A pail person. 

4. Joan hears a vocalist at the settlement. A bass camp. 

5. The basebaUpIayeriooksatarnusicalsign.Abaseclef. 

6. Joan visits a grave in the basement. A bier cellar. 

7. The 1ifeguardpiantsashnib.A beach tree, 

8. The sailor earns a diplorna- A berth cectificate. 

9. Joan gives a peck in the home. A buss shelter. 

10. The student hears wailiog- Carrel singing. 

11. Joan kisses a hero at the disco. A knight club- 

12. The sailor visits a reIation. A feny godmother. 

13. Joan visits a surgeon in the garden. A doc yard- 

14. The sailor b a r s  a stress. Pier pressure. 

1 S. Joan channs a man in the sack. A male bag. 

16. The fmt-bom carries a sack- An heir bag. 

17. The relation climbs a m o u d -  An aunt hiii. 

18. The vocalist arrives at a settlement. A bass camp. 

19. The grave digger enters a basement. A bier ceilar. 



20. The lover erects a home. A buss shelter. 

21. Joan has a bazaar on the ship. A sale boat. 

22. The surgeon digs a garden. A doc yard. 

23. A hero goes to a disco- A knight club. 

24. A man carries a sack. A d e  bag, 

25. A store keeper boards a ship. A sale boat. 



Appendix E - The jokes' scores. 

JokeW 1 The jokc 1 Scons 1 Average 
1 I 

5 1 The housewi$e caprures a murderer. A cereal killer. 1 1  122121 1 1 -4 
I 1 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 1 The diver joins a coalition. A coral society. 1522433 1 1 2 9  

The lord cultivates a region. A baron land 

Joan hates a foe in the hotel. A hosrel enemy, 

The grizzly speaks a veriîy. A bear mth. 

Joan look at a musical sign on the station. A base cl& 

9 1 Ioan e a m  a diplonta in the bunk A benh c e r n ~ ~ a t e ~  1533 123 1 1 2.6 
I I 

7 

8 

10 1 The knight acquires a possession A duel ownership 1514521 t 1 2.7 
I 1 

4444242 

5242244 

2223453 

1 2 1 1 3 1 1 

II 1 The pheasant breathes oxygen. Fowl air. 14355353 1 4 

3.4 

33 

3 

1.4 

Joan p h t s  a shrub on the s d o n k  A beach trec 

The textile workerjùlfiLr a requirement, A dyer need 

12 1 Joan hean wailing in a 600th Carrel s*ing. 14212244 1 2.7 
I I 

13 1 The butcher comntiis a carelessness. A gross ne&ence. 1 1 1 2 3 5 1 1 1 2 
1 I 

m 

5332332 

5443552 

14 1 The chimney-sweep digs a burrow. A Rrate hole. 12142211 1 1 -9 
I 

3 

4 

19 1 The social worker hates a foe. A hostel enemy. 13242111 1 2 

15 

16 

17 

1 8 

20 1 The priest prevents gossip. An id01 runior. 14352412 1 3 
I 1 

Joan visits a relation on the boat. A ferry godmother. 

The pony uses a vocal chord A horse voice. 

The minerplants a seed A hole grain. 

Joan bears stress on the boardwalk Pier pressure. 

23 1 The lion hamesses energy. Mane force- 1544341 1 1 3.1 
1 I 

2 1 

22 

24 1 The general performs an operation. A major surgery. 1544545 1 1 4 
I I 

4432453 

2423343 

1233332 

5534254 

25 1 The juvenile stuùies a wnter. A minor poet. 14444442 1 3 -7 
I 1 

3.6 

3 

2.4 

4 

Joan marries a f m t  born in the sack An heir b a ~ .  

The banker lktens ro a father. A loan prent. 

28 1 The cleaner loves an individuaL A paii pelson 1 1  1441221 1 2 
1 

524541 1 

421443 1 

26 

27 

3.1 

2.7 

34 1 Jorn gives a peck in t h  home. A busr shelter- 1 1  1512112 1 1.8 
1 I 

The exotic damer boards a boat. A navel ship. 

Joan visits a relation on the moud An aunt hill. 
F 

29 

30 

3 1 

32 

33 

35 1 The studenr heurs wailing- Carrel sin~ing. l11132354 1 2.5 

22444232 

22233343 

Ioan hears a vocalist ut the settlement. A k s s  camp. 

The baseball player looks at a musical sign A base cl& 

Joan visits a grave in the basement. A bier cellar. 

The lifeRuard plants a shrub. A beach tree. 

The sailor earns a diploma. A berth certifcate. 

2.9 

2.8 

1 

12232133 

2 1 2 2 2 3 4 2 

11323212 

34533423 

22444445 

2.1 

2.3 

1.9 

3.4 

3.6 



I 36 1 Juan kisses a hero at the disco. A knight club. 144553355 4.3 
I I 

I 37 1 The sailor v a s  a relatio~ A ferry godmother. 133544444 1 3 9  
I I 

I 38 ( JOUR visits a surgeon in the garden A doc yard 123433434 1 33 
1 I 

I 39 1 me sailor 6ean a stress, Pier pressure, 144544545 1 4.4 
1 1 

I 40 1 Joan channs a man in the sack A male bug. 1 2.4 

I 41 1 The flrst-born carries a sack An heir bag. 25 
1 1 

I 44 1 The grave digger enters a 6asemenr. A bier cellar. 111323112 1 1.8 
1 1 

42 

43 

I 45 1 The lover erects a home. A buss sitelter. I l  1514112 1 2 
1 1 

Tlie reiatiun climbs a m o d  An awu hifL 

The vocalist arrives at a senlement. A bars camp. 

48 1 The hero goes to a disco. A knighr club. 1 42544 1 2 4  1 33 
I 1 

46 

47 

1 49 1 The man cames a sack A male bug. 1 1  1532441 1 2.6 

11222133 

22222132 

1 50 1 me store keeper boards a ship. A sale boat. 122322443 1 2.8 

1 9  

2 

Jorn har a bcaamon the ship. A sule bwr. 

The surgeon digs a garden A doc yard 

1 

44524443 

12134133 

3.8 

2.3 




